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Abstract
The range of applications and services which can be successfully deployed m 
packet-switched networks such as the Internet is limited w hen the netw ork does 
nor provide Quality of Service (QoS) This is the typical situation in today's Inter­
net A key aspect m providing QoS support is the requirem ent for an optimised 
and intelligent m apping of customer traffic flows onto a physical netw ork topol­
ogy The problem  of selecting such paths is the task of QoS routing QoS routing 
algorithms are intrinsically complex and need careful study before being im ple­
m ented in real networks O ur aim is to address some of the challenges present m 
the deploym ent of QoS routing m ethods
This thesis considers a num ber of practical limitations of existing QoS routing 
algorithms and presents solutions to the problems identified Many QoS routing 
algorithms are inherently unstable and induce traffic fluctuations in the netw ork 
We describe two new routing algorithms which address this problem  The first 
method -  ALCFRA (Adaptive Link Cost Function Routing Algorithm) -  can be 
used in networks w ith sparse connectivity, while the second algorithm -  CAR 
(Connectivity Aware Routing) -  is designed to work well in other netw ork topolo­
gies We also describe how  to ensure co-operative interaction of the routing algo­
rithm s in m ultiple dom ains w hen hierarchial routm g is used and also present a 
solution to the problems of how to provide QoS support m a netw ork where not 
all nodes are QoS-aware
O ur solutions are supported by extensive simulations over a wide range of 
netw ork topologies and their performance is com pared to existing algorithms 
It is show n that our solutions advance the state of the art in QoS routing and 
facilitate the deploym ent of QoS support m tom orrow 's Internet
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction
The explosive growth of networking has been accompanied by a w ide range 
of networking solutions, which have resulted in a diversity of technologies be­
ing used in the Internet In contrast to the Public Switched Telephone Network 
(PSTN) which has grown according to design rules established by central author­
ity, the Internet has no central adm inistrator controlling its grow th We observe 
a trem endous grow th of the Internet over time -  for example m July 1993 it in­
cluded around 1 7 million hosts, m July 1998 it already comprised more than 36 
million hosts, while the latest statistics show that m January 2003 it had more 
than 171 million hosts1
The simplicity of the best-effort service model is one of the essential reasons 
for the success of the Internet Together w ith the strengths of connectionless net­
working, the best-effort service has enabled a cheap, scalable, bu t also unreliable 
m odel of packet switched netw ork to be deployed w orldw ide
Since the decision in the mid 1960s to use a datagram  protocol for the ARPANET 
there has been an ongoing discussion about how  to support Quality of Service 
(QoS) controls in packet switched networks Quality of Service can be defined
in tern et Domain Survey, h t t p  //www i s c  org/ds/W W W -200301 / i n d e x  h tm l
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as "a set of service requirements to be met by the netw ork while transporting a 
flow2" [45]
The developm ent of QoS mechanisms has been a m atter of concern from the 
very beginning of IP developm ent The IP datagram  header includes a "Type of 
Service" field which was pu t there m the anticipation that routers would use these 
bits to determ ine the relative priority of each datagram  However, techniques for 
using the Type of Service field are still under developm ent
There are essentially two ways to provide QoS guarantees The first one is to 
provide an abundance of resources, enough to meet the expected peak dem and 
w ith a substantial safety m argin This has the virtue of simplicity, but some peo­
ple including the author believe that it is too expensive in practice and cannot 
cope if the peak dem ands increase faster than predicted (because deploying the 
extra resources takes time) History has proved that links w ith higher capacities 
are rapidly consumed by new generations of more dem anding applications, and 
this trend will probably continue Moreover, such a design approach can easily 
fail upon node or link failure Therefore we do not advocate such solutions The 
second option is to introduce additional services such as integrated services or 
differentiated services at the transport layer, QoS routing at the network layer 
and scheduling of packets requiring QoS support at the data layer
1.1 QoS an d  ro u tin g
Despite the variety of problems involved m m troducing QoS support into packet 
switched networks, there is still a w ide group of researchers who believe that QoS 
will become a reality in the near future This thesis presents issues involved in 
the developm ent of QoS routing m ethods, which are a key com ponent of the QoS 
fram ework
The basic function of QoS routing is to find a netw ork path  which satisfies
2Terms such as flow, session, call, connection are used interchangeably in this thesis
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the flow requirem ents (eg bandw idth, delay, jitter) In addition, m ost QoS rout­
ing algorithm s consider the optim isation of resource utilisation to improve the 
netw ork throughput Such optim isation is m ainly based on adapting to traffic 
conditions by the discovery of less loaded routes and directmg traffic over them 
QoS routing algorithms are intrinsically complex and need careful study be­
fore they are em ployed in real networks For example, theoretically optimal rout­
ing algorithms offer efficient utilisation of resources, bu t they often lead to oscil­
latory behaviour Such traffic fluctuations lead to m any undesired effects, and 
so should be avoided Various problems also arise in the presence of a heteroge­
neous environm ent These and other related aspects are considered in this thesis
1.2 T hesis con trib u tio n
1.2.1 Problem statement
In the present thesis we concentrate on the link state QoS routing m ethods for 
virtual circuit networks The mam focus of this w ork is twofold
• to check which of the approaches to QoS routing theoretically optimal or 
suboptim al but stable, is to be proffered
• to investigate the stability problems of link state QoS routing which often 
result in traffic oscillations and to propose adequate solutions,
• to analyse problems which occur w hen QoS routing is employed m a het­
erogeneous environment and to propose feasible am endm ents
12.2 Methodology
We use a simulation technique to analyse the stated problems and evaluate the 
solutions A theoretical analytic model w ould be helpful to examine QoS routing 
performance, but such a model w ould be very difficult to create To capture the
3
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variety of netw ork topologies, traffic patterns and the level of accuracy of state 
information we w ould need extremely complex formulas Consequently, the dif­
ficulty of analytically modelling such an environm ent makes simulations a more 
practical way of studying the performance of routing algorithms
Therefore we em bark on an extensive sim ulation study, using realistic topolo­
gies, traffic models, and update policies to test QoS routing performance
1.2 3 Solutions
There are two schools of thought regarding the selection of paths requiring QoS 
support The first group assumes that QoS routing algorithms should limit hop 
count so as to conserve resources for future connections, and thus recommends 
the Resource Conservmg (RC) approach Others advocate Load Distributing (LD) 
mechanisms so as to increase the overall netw ork utilisation Often the conclu­
sions draw n by various researchers who belong to these two camps are contradic­
tory Therefore, an extensive com parison of LD and RC is required to investigate 
which of these actually offers the better performance We show that there is no 
single general answer to this question However, the netw ork topology plays a 
very im portant role in deciding which of these approaches is more beneficial 
QoS routing algorithms, in trying to adapt to changing traffic conditions by 
the discovery of less loaded routes and directing traffic over them, often exhibit 
oscillatory behaviour (such behaviour is mostly observed w hen the LD approach 
is used) This can drastically degrade the netw ork performance and limit the 
netw ork throughput Such traffic fluctuations can cause QoS routing to perform  
worse than static routing Therefore, routing mechanisms should feature built-in 
mechanisms m order to limit traffic fluctuations We address ourselves to these 
problems by proposing two algorithm s The first one is called the A daptive Link 
Cost Function Routmg Algorithm (ALCFRA), it provides a novel m ethod of in­
corporating long term link utilisation into the link cost metric Unlike standard
4
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averaging m ethods it does not slow dow n the speed of response to congestion, 
and allows the netw ork performance to be stabilised even under highly varym g 
traffic conditions The second m ethod, called Connectivity Aware Routing (CAR) 
is suitable for networks of a general topology It improves the netw ork stability 
and reduces excessive consum ption of resources by the use of a bias factor ad ­
justed according to the connectivity level of the network
QoS routing algorithms often have to w ork in the presence of a heterogeneous 
environm ent This makes the problem of finding QoS supportive paths more 
difficult We consider two aspects of heterogeneity the varied QoS capabilities 
of nodes and the variety of topology aggregation m ethods which coexist in the 
netw ork The heterogeneous QoS support provided by nodes makes it hard to 
reserve resources along the path  selected by the QoS routing algorithm  Solutions 
are needed which overcome this problem  O ur suggestion is to modify the route 
selection process so as to maximise the num ber of QoS aware nodes m the path 
We propose two routing algorithms, the m ost reliable - shortest path  algorithm  
(MR-S) and the shortest - m ost reliable path  algorithm  (S-MR), that perform  such 
path  com putations Such routing enhancements offer a significant im provem ent 
m the reliability of the path  selection process
The second problem, that of the coexistence of various topology aggregation 
methods, allows peer group adm inistrators to hide details of their netw ork topol­
ogy, degrading the route selection process of other peer groups Therefore we 
need solutions which ensure the cooperation of such peer groups Our solution 
is for each peer group to share the details of netw ork topology only w ith peer 
groups which also share such data This allows the "tragedy of the commons" to 
be avoided, 1 e w hen all peer groups stop sharing information to protect them ­
selves, which results in a very poor route selection
5
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1.2.4 Summary of Contributions
The main contributions presented in this thesis are
• A detailed com parison of the theoretically optim al load distributing (LD) 
approach and the more stable resource conserving (RC) approach is pro­
vided We dem onstrate that the answ er to the question "which of these two 
approaches performs better7" is mostly influenced by network topology
• M ethods for dam ping traffic fluctuations m  virtual circuit networks are pro­
posed The algorithms we propose, ALCFRA (Adaptive Link Cost Function 
Routing Algorithm) and CAR (Connectivity Aware Routing), offer excellent 
stability im provem ents for various traffic loads and for various netw ork 
topologies
• M ethods for im proving reliability of the path  selection process in networks 
comprising of nodes w ith varied QoS capabilities are suggested The pro­
posed algorithms support the resource reservation process even in a sce­
nario w hen reservation gaps (path elements devoid of QoS support) can 
occur along the chosen path
• M ethods for sharm g peer group aggregated inform ation in hierarchical net­
works allowing coexistence of various aggregation m ethods are defined 
The proposed modifications protect peer groups from malicious behaviour 
of other peer groups
1.3 O rgan isa tion  of the  T hesis
The rem ainder of this thesis is organised as follows
C hapter 2 defines QoS routing and identifies the challenges and requirem ents of 
such mechanisms We present a survey of QoS routing algorithms giving
6
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also a brief overview of the historical deploym ent of standard routing pro­
tocols and QoS algorithms This is followed by a brief description of QoS 
models and related techniques such as IntServ, DiffServ, Traffic Engineering 
and MPLS which motivate the developm ent of QoS routing algorithms
C hapter 4 discusses the tradeoffs between theory and practice of QoS routing 
m ethods An analysis of instability of QoS routm g algorithms is presented 
as well as a com parison of the Load Distributing (LD) approach w ith the 
Resource Conserving (RC) approach This is done using simulations per­
formed over a wide range of network topologies, traffic loads and levels of 
inaccuracy of state information
C hapter 5 reports on the m ethods for dam ping traffic oscillations Two algo­
rithm s are proposed ALCFRA -  Adaptive Link Cost Function Routmg Al­
gorithm  and CAR -  Connectivity Aware Routing The performance of these 
m ethods is com pared w ith the performance of standard LD and RC algo­
rithms
C hapter 6 verifies the problems which arise from the presence of a heteroge­
neous environm ent Mechanisms which cope w ith the varied QoS capabil­
ities of node and the various topology aggregation m ethods which coexist 
m the network are presented Simulation results, which validate the effec­
tiveness of proposed mechanisms, conclude the chapter
C hapter 7 gives a sum m ary of this w ork and concludes the thesis
7
CHAPTER 2
QoS Routing
Routing is a necessary element of data networks In large networks, packets may 
pass through m any interm ediate points before reaching their destination That is 
why routing is required, and can be defined as follows [53]
Routing is the process o f determining an end-to-end path between the sender 
and the receiver for a packet
Many switches are constructed as a netw ork of specialised processors (Banyan 
network, Benes networks, Clos networks ), so the routing term can also apply 
there However, the topology of the netw ork of the switch internal is fixed and 
known a prion , and usually features a regular repetitive structure Thus routing 
m ethods used by switches can be very simple Some w ork on this type of routm g 
is presented in A ppendix A Nonetheless m ost of this thesis considers routm g 
between switches used in com puter networks such as the Internet, w ith particular 
attention devoted to QoS routing mechanisms
The term  "QoS routm g" (Quality of Service routing) can be attributed to a set 
of protocols and algorithms that allow paths satisfying QoS constraints imposed 
by the users to be selected, while efficiently utilising netw ork resources [97,155]
8
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A comprehensive survey of QoS routing mechanisms can be found in [38,89,116, 
160]
QoS routing algorithms have attracted significant research attention m past 
years, resulting m substantial progress in theory [20, 29, 55, 63], practical algo- 
n thm s [85, 132, 134, 146] and techniques for integrating QoS routing functions 
to existing routing protocols [58, 149, 156] In this chapter we present various 
aspects involved in introducing QoS routing We also analyse the problems w ith 
introducing QoS aware routing m ethods from a historic perspective, and we dis­
cuss the reasons why it has not been widely deployed yet At the end of this 
chapter we present advances in technology w hich give another opportunity to 
bring QoS routing to life
Current Internet routm g protocols, e g OSPF, RIP, use routing that is opti­
mised for a m inim um  hop count Some link state routing protocols such as OSPF 
can be extended to support QoS routing algorithms [9] Despite a w ide variety of 
proposed solutions to the problem  of selectmg a path  w ith specific QoS require­
ments [38, 39, 41, 81, 90, 108,109, 120, 133,151] we expect that the m ost natural 
w ay to introduce QoS routing is by extension to existing link state routing pro­
tocols [9] In the rest of this thesis we mostly deliberate on such lmk state QoS 
routing solutions
In a link state QoS routing architecture, the source router selects a route based 
on information about netw ork resources provided by lmk state advertisem ents 
and inform ation about QoS requirements carried w ithm  set-up requests Lmk 
state information is flooded or broadcasted using a spanning tree to ensure that 
all routers process the same topological and state information
2.1 T he sto ry  of QoS ro u tin g
There are m any different views on how QoS-based routm g should be done [38, 
160] Thus there is a need to develop a single, all encompassing solution to the
9
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complex problem  of QoS routing In the past there were several initiatives trying 
to introduce QoS aware routing In this section we provide a short overview from 
a historical perspective of how routing and QoS routing evolved
2.1.1 Routing in telephone networks
The telephone netw ork has traditionally featured predictable traffic and a rela­
tively small fully-connected network core Therefore telephone-network routing 
decisions are perform ed only at core switches, which choose either a one-hop or 
a two-hop path  to the destm ation [68]
The early telephone netw ork was based on static hierarchical routing [15], 
whereby routing patterns rem ained fixed independent of the state of the network 
or time of day The netw ork was typically over-provisioned since a given fixed 
route had to be dim ensioned so that it could carry user traffic during busy hours 
Dynamic routing was introduced to alleviate the routing inflexibility in the 
static hierarchical routing so that the network w ould operate more efficiently Dy­
namic routing first tries to use a prim ary one-hop path, and if sufficient resources 
are not available it tries alternative two-hop paths Because telephone traffic is 
highly predictable, it is possible to com pute alternative two-hop paths for every 
pair of core switches m advance Dynamic routing typically reduces the overall 
loss probability by 10% to 20% (compared to static hierarchical routing) [78]
A simple dynamic routing was applied in Dynamic Non-Hierarchical Routing 
(DNHR) [84] It divides the day into periods, and for each period it com putes a 
set of alternative two-hop paths for every pair of core switches DNHR selects a 
set of alternative paths based on the blockmg probabilities of each link, to m in­
imise the expected blocking probability for mcoming calls However, since the list 
of alternative paths is selected for a period of time, DNHR suffers performance 
degradation w hen traffic changes rapidly
Real-Time Network Routing (RTNR) [11, 84] provides more effective and accu­
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rate control over telephone traffic It does not use any central point for com puting 
the list of alternative paths Each core switch, w hen a call is blocked over its pri­
m ary one-hop path, asks the destination switch for a list of lightly loaded links 
So based on its own and received lists of lightly loaded links it is able to compute 
an alternative path  RTNR proved to be effective and m any telecom netw ork 
carriers decided to replace DNHR w ith RTNR
A nother m ethod to improve routing flexibility is to update the list of alterna­
tive routes based on significant changes in link load (as used in trunk status map 
routing TSMR [84])
2 1.2 ARPANET Routing
The ARPANET was designed in the 1960s for the US Defense D epartm ent so 
as to develop new distributed packet-switching netw ork technology1 It got its 
nam e from the provider of the funds, the ARPA (Advanced Research Projects 
Agency) In September 1969 the first ARPANET com puter was connected to the 
ARPANET'S IMP (Interface Message Processor) node at the University of Califor­
nia at Los Angeles (UCLA)
D uring the 1970s, the ARPANET grew, connecting research institutes and lab­
oratories supported by the Departm ent of Defense in various parts of the USA In 
1977 it already had 111 hosts In 1990, after more than twenty years of operation, 
the ARPANET was retired However, its functions had already been replaced by 
various higher speed networks
The first adaptive routing algorithm  for use in a packet-switched com puter 
netw ork was designed and im plem ented for the ARPANET project The rout­
ing algorithm has been fully discussed in the PhD thesis of one of the prmcipal 
designers John McQuillian [103] at H arvard University
Because the first version of the ARPANET routing algorithm  was very likely to
1History of Internet, h t t p  //www f u n e t  f i / i n d e x / FUNET/ h i s t o r y / i n t e r n e t / e n /  
a r p a n e t  html
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produce traffic oscillations, it was replaced in 1979 by a new version [29] The sec­
ond version of the ARPANET routing algorithm  used Dijkstra's algorithm  w ith 
link costs expressed as a function of time delays on the links [128] Each node 
calculated an estimate of the delay on each of its outgoing lmks by averaging the 
total packet delay (processing, queueing, transmission, propagation time) over 
10 seconds intervals (One of the problems w ith the first version of the algorithm  
was that delay estimates were obtained too frequently to be accurate) Since all 
nodes m ust be inform ed of any changes in link time delays, a "flooding" tech­
nique was used for forwarding the m easured delays throughout the network 
Each node transm itted delay information to all its neighbours for all of its out­
going lmks Duplicate information packets were dropped, so that while the in­
formation propagated to all nodes in the network, it did not circulate To reduce 
the am ount of communication overhead mvolved m this information exchange, 
the 10 seconds average link delay m easurem ents were advertised only w hen the 
change in link delay since the last transmission exceeded a certam threshold 
H owever such advertisem ents were generated at least once every 60 seconds 
The threshold was reduced as time since the previous transmission increased 
However, a change in the status of a line (link failure) was reported immediately 
The ARPANET routing algorithm was the first adaptive routing algorithm for 
packet-switched networks It can be also considered as the first attem pt of im­
proving QoS by routing mechanisms, because its goal was to com pute paths with 
m inim um  delay So although ARPANET routing was not a typical QoS routing 
method yet, (because it was not connection-oriented and it was not supported by 
appropriate resource reservation), it provided an im portant insight into the de­
sign of QoS routing algorithms W hen the Internet emerged, it benefited from the 
experience gained from the ARPANET routing im plem entation
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2.1.3 Internet Routing
The routing architecture for the Internet was developed by Bob Kahn and Vinton 
Cerf along w ith their developm ent of TC P/IP  netw orking2 for the ARPANET 
As the TCP evolved it was divided into two protocols, TC P/IP  TCP was used 
for handling high level services like retransm ission of lost packets, and IP for 
handling packet addressing and transmission Finally the stable TCP ver 4 and IP 
ver 4 was achieved, which is now  the standard protocol used in the Internet [23] 
Due to the observed instability of the ARPANET routing, the Internet routm g 
uses static (link utilisation independent) route selection [77] resulting in m ini­
m um  hop path  routing To facilitate dealing w ith diversity and heterogeneity 
of the networks constituting the Internet, the routing used in the Internet was 
divided between two routm g mechanisms -  interior routm g and exterior rout- 
ing [23]
2 1 3 1  Exterior routing
Exterior routm g is utilised for inter autonom ous system 3 (AS) routm g to exchange 
reachability information for a set of networks internal to a particular autonom ous 
system with neighbouring autonom ous systems [94] Routing between autonom ous 
systems provides the highest level of the Internet interconnection The exterior 
routing protocols are often called Exterior Gateway Protocols (EGP) BGP cur­
rently in its fourth version [124], is now used between all significant autonom ous 
systems [123]
Border Gateway Protocol (BGP)
BGP allows an arbitrary interconnection of netw ork topologies between au­
tonomous systems The protocol also provides a mechanism for preventing rout­
ing loops, through an exchange of the list of autonom ous systems that the mfor-
2 Bill  St ew a r t , The Living Internet, h t tp  / / l i v i n g in t e r n e t  c o m /^ i/iw .ro u te  htm
3An Autonomous System (AS) is a collection of networks under the control of a single entity
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m ation traverses Therefore, BGP is called a path  vector protocol BGP supports 
Classless Inter-Domain Routing (CIDR) [59] and uses route aggregation to de­
crease the size of routing tables
Scalability is a critical requirem ent for the inter-dom ain routing and therefore 
BGP adopts a policy-based routing mechanism Each dom ain applies local poli­
cies to select a route and to decide w hether to propagate this route to neighbour­
ing dom ains The effect of the policy-based approach is that it can potentially 
limit the possible paths between each pair of Internet hosts Since in this the­
sis we do not consider any additional constraints w hich could be introduced by 
policy-based routing, we restrict our discussion to interior routm g
2 1 3  2 In te rio r ro u tin g
The mterior routing handles routm g procedures w ithm  single AS The interior 
routm g protocols are often called Interior Gateway Protocols (IGP) Com m on IGP 
examples include
• IGRP/EIGRP (Interior Gateway Routing Protocol4/Enhanced IGRP5)
• RIP (Routing Information Protocol) [101]
•  OSPF (Open Shortest Path First) [105]
• IS-IS (Intermediate System to Interm ediate System) [35]
Since IGRP/EIGRP are vendor dependent protocols (Cisco6) and IS-IS resem­
bles OSPF, we restrict our discussion to RIP and OSPF
R outm g In fo rm atio n  Protocol (RIP)
The most widely used IGP in today's Internet is probably RIP (Routmg Infor­
m ation Protocol) [101] RIP is a very simple protocol of the distance vector family
4h t t p  //www c i s c o  c o m / u n i v e r c d / c c / t d / d o c / c i s i n t w k / i t o _ d o c / i g r p  htm
5h t t p  //www c i s c o  c o m / w a r p / p u b l i c / 1 0 3 / e i g r p - t o c  html
6h t t p  //www c i s c o  com/
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as it uses the Bellman-Ford algorithm (see Section 2 4) to determ ine the shortest 
path  by broadcasting each node's current routing table to all its neighbours Then 
each node compares tables and chooses the m inim um  cost route H ow ever RIP 
perform s poorly in large and complex networks After a change m the netw ork 
topology com putation of the new routes can be very slow D uring that time the 
netw ork is left in a transient state where loops and congestion are likely to occur 
Therefore some procedures are needed to accelerate the convergence of RIP [77]
• Spht-Honzon causes the node not to advertise routes to the node that is the 
next hop for the route This eliminates routing loops with only two nodes, 
bu t if the loops involves more that two hops it is not as effective
• Poisoned reverse is a form of split-horizon w here instead of not advertising 
routes, the node is advertised as unreachable (its cost is oo) to nodes that 
are used as the next hop
Despite these improvements, providm g QoS capabilities in such a distributed 
environment is quite a difficult task As a result m any Internet Service Providers 
prefer to use more elaborate protocols of the link state family
O pen Shortest Path First (OSPF)
The OSPF protocol [105] is the link state routing protocol developed by the 
OSPF working group of the Internet Engineering Task Force It has been designed 
expressly for the IP Internet environm ent The nam e OSPF was used because 
nodes are expected to run the "Shortest Path First" algorithm developed by E W 
Dijkstra [49] and the specification of the OSPF protocol was developed in an open 
fashion
OSPF, like other link state routing protocols, is based on the "distributed m ap" 
concept, each router maintains a database describing the autonom ous system 's 
topology, which is regularly updated This database is referred to as the lmk-state 
database Each participating router has an identical database The router dis-
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tributes its local state throughout the autonom ous system by flooding W hen sev­
eral equal-cost routes to a destination exist, traffic is distributed equally among 
them
The OSPF routing protocol is more complex than RIP since RIP only keeps 
track of the closest router for each destination address, while OSPF keeps track of 
a complete topological database of all connections m the local netw ork Because 
of using a simplistic algorithm  for metrics and for updating multiple routers, 
RIP m ay sometimes have problems w ith mcorrect updates m the routing table 
for large networks U pdate mismatches can occur w hen routing tables are not 
updated for 30 or 60 seconds Each OSPF router works in parallel to calculate its 
own shortest path  to destinations Instead of updating routers periodically, OSPF 
updates on the fly w henever there are problems or changes between any routers 
This eliminates any possibility of routing loops in normal operation and allows 
faster convergence and recovery after link failures
2.1.4 Routing in ATM Networks
The Asynchronous Transfer M ode (ATM) technology uses Private Network-Node 
Interface (PNNI) to handle route requests Since PNNI is the only standardised 
routing protocol that supports QoS aware path  selection mechanisms, we provide 
detailed information about it
The PNNI protocol uses source routing w ith a hierarchical network organi­
sation So upon receiving the route request a source router selects a path  that 
appears to be capable of supporting the QoS requirements, based on currently 
available netw ork state information The processing of the call setup at each node 
along the path  confirms that the resources requested are in fact available If they 
are n o t  then crankback occurs , which causes a new path  to be com puted if pos­
sible, thus the final outcome is either the establishm ent of a path  satisfying the 
request, or refusal of the request
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PNNI does not specify any single algorithm  for path  selection because "effi­
cient QoS-sensitive path  selection is still a research issue" [12]
As was already stated, PNNI uses a hierarchical netw ork organisation It al­
lows up to 104 hierarchical levels to be used (the peer group ID can be at m ost 13 
bytes long 8 * 13 =  104 levels) The topology inform ation is aggregated (com­
pressed) to avoid excessive complexity in topology advertisem ents and to hide 
topological details for security reasons Topology aggregation can be defined as 
"the process of summ arising and compressing topology information at each hier­
archical level to determ ine the topology information to be advertised at the level 
above" [91]
The PNNI model defines a uniform  netw ork m odel at each level of the hi­
erarchy Each level in the hierarchy consists of a set of logical nodes, intercon­
nected by logical links At the lowest level, each logical node represents a physical 
switching system consisting of a single physical switch, or a netw ork of switches 
Nodes w ithin a given level are grouped into sets known as a peer group While all 
nodes w ithin a peer group have complete state m form ation on each other, peer 
groups cannot be extended too widely since this w ould lead to an excessive num ­
ber of advertisem ents and the processing of advertised information Hence, peer 
groups are organised hierarchically and are associated w ith a higher level par­
ent peer group An example of such a PNNI hierarchial topology with four peer 
groups at the lower hierarchical level and one parent peer group at the upper 
hierarchical level is shown in Figure 2 1
There are three conventional m ethods for topology aggregation [12,91]
• Sym m etnc-Node representation -  it provides only a single cost value (di­
ameter) for traversing through the logical node for each nodal state metric 
This m ethod results in a great reduction of state information, but inaccu­
rately represents the param eters of asymmetric topologies (This is the de­
fault PNNI topology representation)
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Figure 2 1  An example of the hierarchical structure used in PNNI
• Full-Mesh representation -  it provides value of each metric for each border 
node pair in original topology Such approach represents both symmetric 
and asymmetric topologies well Unfortunately, the am ount of mformation 
to be advertised increases in a quadratic w ay w ith the num ber of border 
nodes
• Complex-Node representation -  it is a compromise betw een the above two 
approaches It provides one default value for each nodal state metric H ow ­
ever it allows also to provide inform ation about metrics which differ from 
the default value using exceptions
In Figure 2 2 we illustrate the PNNI aggregation m ethods using an example 
netw ork with four border nodes
The PNNI uses source routing because it results in loop free paths and the 
path  selection algorithm  needs to be executed only once at the source point This 
implies that the first node m a peer group selects the entire path  across that peer 
group Routers select paths based on an estimate of the current state of the entire 
netw ork obtained through flooded advertisem ents that contain such mformation
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(a) Original topology with four 
border nodes tation
(c) Full-Mesh representation (d) Complex-Node representa­
tion
Figure 2 2 Examples of PNNI topology aggregation methods
as M aximum cell transfer delay, M aximum cell delay variation, M aximum cell 
loss ratio, Adm inistrative Weight, Available Cell Rate, Cell Rate M argin and Vari­
ance Factor The path  is encoded as a Designated Transit List (DTL) which is ex­
plicitly included in the connection setup request The DTL specifies every node 
used in transit across the peer group, and m ay optionally also specify the logical 
links which are used between those nodes If a node along the path  is unable to 
follow the DTL for a specific connection setup request due to lack of resources, 
then the node m ust refuse that request and m ust crankback the request to the 
node that created the DTL
Since PNNI uses multi-level hierarchical routing, the originating switch se­
lects a path  to the destination containing all the detail of the hierarchy know n to 
it This is called a hierarchically complete source route Such a path  is not a fully 
detailed source route because it does not contain the details of the path  outside 
the originators peer group Instead, those portions of the path  are abstracted as
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a sequence of logical group nodes to be transited W hen the call setup arrives at 
the entry switching system of a peer group, that switching system is responsible 
for selecting a (lower level) source route describing the transit across that peer 
group Naturally, the path  used to cross a lower level peer group m ust be consis­
tent w ith the higher level path  (1 e , m ust reach the next hop destination specified 
by the higher level path)
N um erous telecommunication companies have im plem ented ATM networks 
However, ATM has failed to gain w ide use as a LAN technology, and its great 
complexity has ham pered its full deploym ent as the single integrating netw ork 
technology in the way that its inventors originally intended Most of the good 
ideas from ATM m igrated into MPLS (Multi-Protocol Label Switching), which is 
described in Section 2 7 6
The PNNI protocol defines the way topology state information is exchanged 
between nodes The connection setup and release procedures are described H ow ­
ever, the path  selection algorithm  to be used remains an open issue since the 
PNNI protocol only provides a routing fram ework and does not standardise a 
method of finding appropriate paths accommodating the QoS requirements
2.2 Challenges of QoS routing
QoS routing selects paths that meet the QoS requirements for flows and achieve 
better netw ork utilisation However im plem entation of QoS routing is a chal­
lenging task [8 , 155] It requires additional com m unication and computations 
compared w ith standard routing Also additional authentication is required, to 
prove who the user is and if he has the authority to request the service Moreover 
pricing is difficult in a non-symmetric data world w here the web server is the 
"source" and the client is the "sink" for data streams Some of these problems are 
described below
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2 2.1 Computational cost
The em ploym ent of QoS routing m ethods increases com putational cost because 
the process of com puting a QoS supportive path  often needs to be perform ed per 
flow and according to specific QoS constraints These constraints can be divided 
into three classes [151] Let d(t, ]) be a metric for link (i, ]) For any path  p = (i, j, k, 
, I, m), metric d is
Additive if d(p) = d( i , j )  +  d(j,  k) +  +  d(l , m)
Multiplicative if d(p) =  d(i , j )  x d( j , k)  x x d(/,m )
Concave if d{p) — m m { d { i )j ) )d ( j , k ) )
According to this definition, metrics such as delay, jitter, cost, and hop count 
are additive, packet loss probability is multiplicative, and bandw idth  is con­
cave Selecting a feasible path  w ith a single QoS constraint can be realised by 
any shortest-path algorithm Wang and Crowcroft [151] have shown that the 
problem  of finding a path  subject to two or more independent additive a n d /o r  
multiplicative constramts is NP-complete [62] For example, finding a feasible 
path  for given delay and jitter values is NP-complete Therefore, in general it 
is intractable for large networks [157] However, w hen the WFQ (Weighted Fair 
Queueing) scheduling algorithm  is used metrics like delay, jitter, and loss proba­
bility are no longer independent [98,120], and can be expressed as a function of 
bandw idth  This makes the problem  solvable in polynomial time Thus in this 
thesis we consider routing mechanisms used to find a path  with specific band­
w idth requirements [10, 98, 133] This simplifies the problem and reduces the 
com putational and communication costs
Pre-com putation mechanisms can significantly reduce com putation load on 
routers [115] These m ethods perform  a certain am ount of com putations m ad­
vance, so that routers response time and com putation requirem ents are decreased 
Moreover such pre-com putations can improve the load balancing ability of rout­
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ing algorithm  by supplying a set of paths to be used for balancing incoming con­
nections [115).
2.2.2 Communication cost
The increase in com munication cost is due to the process of distributing inform a­
tion about link state; setting up the reservation along the path; and m aintaining 
state information per flow. Since the network resource availability changes with 
each flow arrival and departure, m aintaining an accurate network QoS state at 
each router is difficult, and can produce high overhead due to frequent QoS state 
information exchange. As observed in [10], processing of link state updates is 
a major issue when evaluating the overhead of QoS routing. So the choice of 
m ethods and the param eters of mechanisms controlling frequency of link state 
advertisem ents, which are often collectively called update policies, should be care­
fully studied.
Update policies, described in detail in Section 3.4, control the overhead in­
volved in the dissem ination of state information by allowing only im portant 
changes of the link state to be advertised, and also ensure a minimal time interval 
between concurrent updates. However, such update policies, although allowing 
com munication cost to be controlled, also result in a inaccurate state information 
being m aintained by routers and can thus produce instability, usually observed 
as fluctuations of the traffic across the network.
2.2.3 Inaccuracy
Since state information used by routers is advertised over the netw ork periodi­
cally, they usually use stale state information [73]. This is because QoS routing 
m ethods must minimise the frcqucncy of routing information advertisem ents to 
ensure low operational cost, while a t the same time achieving accurate path  se­
lection and high resource utilisation efficiency. However, this begs a question of
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w hether we can still make correct routing decisions based on stale state informa­
tion
Some routing m ethods are specifically designed to w ork in an inaccurate en­
vironm ent [6,67,73,95,132,134,159], these usually utilise the information about 
the probability of the success of path  establishm ent over possible paths H ow ­
ever, all link state QoS routing m ethods should be able to tolerate the presence 
of inaccuracy Therefore the problem  of reducing the overhead involved m dis­
semination of the lmk state information, while at the same time providing an 
acceptable level of state information accuracy, has attracted the attention of many 
researchers [10, 108, 133, 160] It has been shown that we can efficiently reduce 
the communication overhead and ensure an acceptable level of accuracy of link 
state information by em ploying a combination of periodic updates and coarse 
grained update triggers [133]
The presence of inaccuracy also has a negative impact on the network stability, 
since routers may perform  their decisions based on stale information
2.2.4 Instability
The link state QoS routing algorithms perform  route selection based on locally 
collected inform ation and on information advertised by other routes However, 
traffic conditions can change in an unpredictable w ay and the process of provid­
ing feedback information introduces additional delay Moreover, the distribution 
of the traffic inside the netw ork is determ ined by the resultant routing decisions, 
since routes for the next route update period are selected based on the current lmk 
costs Such feedback [29] makes it difficult to obtain accurate link cost estimation 
and thus traffic fluctuations are likely to occur It may happen that w hen the 
original route between two nodes becomes congested, all the traffic to that des­
tination is shifted from the original route to an alternate route This m ay cause 
congestion in the alternate route Traffic m ay have to be shifted again [72,107]
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The imprecision of the netw ork state inform ation introduced by update poli­
cies increases the likelihood that traffic will fluctuate D uring the path  selection 
process routers do not know exactly which path  is best and provides enough of 
available resources, so im proper paths can be selected This in turn  can degrade 
the performance of QoS routing [8] and reduces the netw ork throughput
The oscillatory behaviour can occur for almost any netw ork topology and 
have an undesirable impact on netw ork performance such as
• limited throughput -  this occurs because traffic can be shifted to one region 
of the netw ork and over-utilise its links, while other parts of the network 
can be under-utilised
• more frequent state updates -  this is because shifting traffic can unneces­
sarily trigger new state update advertisem ents M oreover these superflu­
ous state update advertisem ents consume link bandw idth  and require ad ­
ditional processing by the routers
Thus routing stability is often recognised as the key requirem ent of QoS rout­
ing, and as was stated m [94]
The Inter-AS Routing scheme must provide stability o f routes It is totally 
unacceptable for routes to vary on a frequent basis This requirement is not 
meant to limit the ability o f the routing algorithm to react rapidly to major 
topological changes, such as the loss o f connectivity between two A S ' s
Fears concerning traffic fluctuations and the resulting unstable performance of 
QoS routing have militated against the deploym ent of these algorithms in opera­
tional networks In fact, early experience w ith adaptive routing m the ARPANET 
showed exactly these effects [29, 85] Therefore, the Internet routing prim arily 
uses static (link utilisation independent) route selection [77] resulting m m ini­
m um  hop path  routing
Because the oscillatory behaviour described above which leads to poor net­
w ork utilisation, m any researchers prefer the more stable mechanism of the RC
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approach [9, 99, 102, 120, 133] This alternative approach, however, can only 
achieve a limited degree of load balancing Hence m this thesis we do not ad ­
vocate either solution In Chapter 5 we propose two routing algorithms which 
retain the load balancing properties of algorithms w hich use an exponential link 
cost function [19, 66], but which feature im proved stability properties
One way to eliminate problems w ith fluctuating traffic is to employ traffic 
engineering m ethods that use a traffic matrix and which are m utually more sta­
ble [3] Also, it is possible to separate long-lived flows from flows of short d u ­
ration, perm itting QoS routing of long-lived flows, while forwarding short-lived 
flows on static, previously com puted, paths [132,134] Such m ethods do not ad ­
dress problems w ith tem porary overloads, but rather aim  to improve long term 
performance
Another way to improve route selection stability is by appropriately m odify­
ing the link cost function so as to reduce the m agnitude of oscillations This is 
the idea which we follow m the rest of the thesis The modifications required 
are different depending on w hether the netw ork uses datagram  or virtual circuit 
routing
2 2 41  D am ping traffic oscillations in datagram  netw orks
M ethods of dam ping traffic oscillations used for datagram  networks have been 
presented in [29] and [85] In [29], the authors describe how traffic oscillations 
can be dam ped by
• adding a positive constant called bias to the link cost function,
• averaging the value of the link cost metric over a period of time covering 
m ore than one link state update
A dding a positive constant to the link cost improves the stability but reduces the 
usage of long paths even if they provide enough resources to accommodate the 
new request This makes routing less sensitive to congestion The m ethod of
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averaging the value of link cost over a long period of time can improve stability, 
but causes the routing algorithm  to respond slowly to congestion In [85] these 
m ethods were tuned specifically to suit the ARPANET network
2 2 4 2 D am p in g  traffic oscillations in  v irtua l circuit n e tw orks
M ethods of dam ping traffic oscillations for virtual circuit networks have attracted 
scant attention The m ethods proposed for datagram  networks [29] cannot be d i­
rectly applied to the virtual circuit networks considered in this thesis Therefore 
in Chapter 5 we propose two m ethods of minimising the effect of traffic oscilla­
tions and w hich are intended for use in virtual circuit networks
2.2.5 Other QoS routing challenges
When designing QoS routing we often face other challenges, so we have to com­
promise between increasing the accuracy of path  selection or decreasing the cost 
of im plem entation of the m ethod [8,155] Other commonly mentioned problems 
of QoS routm g m ethods are [5,38,97]
• Growing routing table size Since every constraint incorporated into the 
QoS routing algorithm m ust have a corresponding metric in the link state 
table, this generates a requirem ent for routes to provide enough memory to 
store all the required data
• Routing granularity QoS routing can com pute routes per flow or per group 
of flows Routing with finer granularity is more flexible, and thus more ef­
ficient in terms of resource utilisation However, the com putation overhead 
and storage overhead are also higher
• Hierarchy - The update overhead involved m the dissem ination of link state 
information can be reduced by introducing a routing hierarchy However,
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it is still not clear [91] how  the topology should be efficiently aggregated for 
more than one QoS metric
• Lack of im plem entation of support mechanisms - Necessary supportive 
mechanisms such as QoS scheduling are not widely deployed yet, and it 
is not clear w hat kind of functionality will be finally provided m netw ork 
devices
These issues are outside of the scope of this thesis Instead we focus prim arily 
on the stability problem  which we think is the key requirem ent for the develop­
m ent of effective QoS routing methods
2.3 D ifferen t approaches to Q oS rou tin g
The challenges faced by QoS routing can be dim inished or even overcome if an 
appropriate approach to QoS routing is selected H owever different approaches 
to QoS routing have their own strength and weaknesses, which we present in this 
section, giving also a motivation for the approach used in this thesis
2 3.1 Centralised vs distributed computation
Performing m ost of the tasks of QoS routing on a smgle server, allows the other 
routers to rem ain simple and unaw are of the introduction of QoS capabilities [7] 
Also com m unication cost involved m the dissem ination of state mformation is re­
duced since only one node m the netw ork has to be informed about changes in the 
link state A single server can also perform  optim isation of a global cost function, 
which is difficult to achieve m a distributed m anner However, use of a single 
server also puts high com putational requirem ents on the server as well More­
over, if critical functions such as route selection are carried out only on smgle 
server, any failure of the server m ay lead to catastrophic results Even if such an 
architecture can be made efficient and robust, its deploym ent w ould be counter
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to the philosophy of the distributed routing architecture used m the current In­
ternet Therefore we restrict our debate to distributed QoS routing as being the 
more realistic approach and also as the natural successor to the distributed rout­
ing em ployed in the Internet
2.3.2 Local vs global state information
Routers can select paths based on global information about all links in the net­
w ork [8 ,9 ,65, 98,133] or based only on locally collected information [106,108] 
Because m aintaining accurate global netw ork QoS state information at each 
router is difficult (see Section 2 2 2), it is m uch simpler to m aintain only local in­
formation which does not require global synchronisation However using only 
locally present information is usually insufficient to perform  efficient route se­
lection Thus probing of more than one possible path  [40] or more advanced 
learning techniques [106] are required They allow the netw ork QoS state to be 
inferred from locally collected flow statistics such as flow arrival/departu re  rates 
and flow blocking probabilities, and path  selection to be perform ed based only 
on this local information These m ethods require high communication overhead 
for path  probing, or high com putations for learning features Therefore in the rest 
of the thesis we consider only routing algorithm s w hich m aintain global state in­
formation We also assume that the overhead involved in dissem ination of state 
information can be successfully reduced by the use of topology aggregation and 
carefully tuned update policies
2.3.3 Source routing vs hop-by-hop routing
If source routing is used [87, 140], each router selects a complete path  from the 
source to the destination based on the the global state information, including the 
netw ork topology and the state of every link A link-state protocol is used to 
update the global state at every node In hop-by-hop routing [122,150], the path
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is computed by a distributed computation, so at each node only the next hop is 
selected Since hop-by-hop routing can create loops, we focus rather on source 
routing, however most of the mechanisms described later can be also performed 
in a distributed fashion
2.3 4 Rerouting
In general the process of rerouting an already established flow can be considered 
as beneficial, since it helps to balance the network traffic and improve efficient 
utilisation of network resources However, frequent rerouting can often increase 
the effect of traffic fluctuations [38] So when rerouting is deployed we can ob­
serve traffic fluctuations similar to those observed in the early ARPANET [29] 
Thus reroutmg of already established flows is not considered in this thesis
2.4 Route computation algorithms
To describe advanced QoS routing methods, we first describe algorithms used 
for basic path computation, which can be extended to incorporate QoS features 
The route computation methods for packet switched networks are usually based 
on shortest path algorithms They compute least-cost paths between network 
sources and destinations, where the cost of the path is defined as the sum of the 
costs of all lmks along the path
In a shortest path problem, we are given a directed graph G = (V , E), where 
V  is the node set and E  is the edge set Each edge has a weight coste Consider 
a pair of nodes v\ and vk The weight of a path p between them is the sum of the 
weights of the edges on this path
The shortest path problem is to find the path p that starts from v\ and ends at Vk
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such that costp has its minimum value
It is obvious that we can find the shortest path by identifying all the possible 
paths and choosing the mimmum-weight one However, when the number of 
edges becomes large, it is very difficult to find all the paths from the source node 
to the destination node
There are many shortest path algorithms which work efficiently in practice 
The Dijkstra algorithm [49] and the Bellman-Ford algorithm [25] are the two best- 
known shortest path algorithms Both algorithm use the technique called "relax­
ation"
2.4.1 Relaxation
Relaxation is a method that repeatedly decreases the actual shortest-path cost of 
each vertex (network node) until at the end it reaches the least cost path For each 
node v e  V , it maintains a value costp[v\ with the current path cost from source 
5 to node v This is called a shortest-path estimate Also for each node v € V , 
it keeps a record of its predecessor n[v} The initialisation of the shortest-path 
estimates and predecessors is done by the procedure shown m Listing 2 1
Pseudo-code Listing 2 1 Initialisation of the shortest-path algorithm
I n it ia l is e  —Sin g le—Source ( s )
for each vertex  v e V 
cost_p  [v ] <—  oo 
7r [ v ] <—  NULL
c o s t [ s ] <—  0
The process of relaxing an edge (u ,v) consists of testing whether the cost of 
the shortest path to v found so far can be decreased by going through u (it is done 
using the costp[u] -  the already calculated path cost to u, and the cost(u , v) -  the 
link cost between nodes u  and v) If it is possible, values of costp[v] and ir\v\ are
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updated. Thus the relaxation step may only decrease the value of the shortest- 
path estimate costp[v\ and update t/s predecessor ir[t/]. The code presented in 
Listing 2.2 performs a relaxation step on edge (u, v).
___________________ Pseudo-code Listing 2.2: Process of relaxation__________________
R e l a x ( u , v )
if  c o s t_ p [v ]  > c o s t .p [ u ]  + 
c o s t ( u ,v )  then
c o s t_ p [v ]  —^  c o s t .p [ u ]  + co st (u , v)
7r[i;] «—  u
2.4.2 Bellman-Ford algorithm
The Bellman-Ford algorithm uses a shortest path computation technique described 
by R. E. Bellman [25], and extended to a distributed version by Ford and Fulker­
son [57]. It uses the technique of relaxation described in Listing 2.2, progressively 
decreasing an path cost estimate costp[v] from the source s to each node v  until it 
achieves the actual least cost (see Listing 2.3).
__________________ Pseudo-code Listing 2.3: Bellman-Ford algorithm__________________
Be l l m a n - Fo r p ( s )
I n i t i a l i s e  - S i n g l e - S o u r c e  ( s ) 
for i = 1 to | V| — 1
for e a c h  e d g e  ( u , v )  e  E 
RELAX( u . v )
The distributed version of Bellman-Ford's algorithm works perfectly under 
some basic assumptions, namely that nodes never fail, and that the link costs 
never vary. But network routing protocols not only have to implement the al­
gorithm, they need to deal with a changing topology as well. Some problems
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with the distributed version of Bellman-Ford's algorithm are presented in Sec­
tion 2 1 3  2 The Dijkstra algorithm which does not possess the flaws described 
there is often preferred
2 4 3 Dijkstra algorithm
The Dijkstra algorithm [49] is named after its discover Edsger W Dijkstra and it 
resembles Bellman-Ford's algorithm It also uses the technique of relaxation (see 
Listing 2 2) but performs it only on the subset of vertices adjacent to the consid­
ered node For large networks with many links this can be beneficial compared to 
Bellman-Ford's algorithm The algorithm is presented m Listing 2 4 It uses two 
additional sets of vertices
S  -  the set of vertices whose shortest paths from
the source have already been determined,
Q = V  — S  -  the remaining vertices
Pseudo-code Listing 2 4 Dijkstra algorithm
D ijkstra ( s )
In it ia l is e  - S ing le- S ource ( s )
S < - { 0 }
Q <—  V
w h ile  Q n ot empty
u <—  E xtractC heapest (Q ),
A ddN ode(S,u),
fo r  each v er te x  v € A d ja c en t(u )
Relax(u .v )
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2.5 QoS Routing algorithms
Most QoS routing algorithms are based on the Dijkstra or Bellman-Ford algo­
rithms presented in the previous section However, there are still a wide variety 
of proposed solutions to the problem of selecting a path with specific QoS re­
quirements A comprehensive survey of QoS routing algorithms can be found 
in [38, 89,116,160] As we have described in Section 2 21, we restrict our discus­
sion to algorithms used to find a path with a bandwidth constraint Nevertheless 
there are also various algorithms used for this purpose, such as
• Link state QoS routing algorithms - when a source router selects a route 
based on information about network resources provided by link state ad­
vertisements [10,98,133]
• Probability based algorithms - algorithms which are intended to work in an 
environment with imprecise network states These algorithms select paths 
featuring the highest probability of success m accommodating a new con­
nection [73,159]
• Probing algorithms - which use probe packets over specific paths (or all 
paths), to select the best path [39,40,42]
• Learning algorithms - which perform path selection based on locally col­
lected flow statistics such as flow arrival/departure rates and flow blocking 
probabilities [106]
This thesis considers link state QoS routing, which can be implemented sim­
ply by extending existing routing protocols such as OSPF [9] In such an ar­
chitecture the source router selects a route based on information about network 
resources provided by link state advertisements and information about QoS re­
quirements carried withm set-up requests Link state information is flooded or 
broadcast using a spanning tree to ensure that all routers process the same topo­
logical and state information After the path is computed, the source initiates
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hop-by-hop signaling to reserve the requested bandwidth on each link on the 
route As the signaling message traverses the selected path, each router performs 
an admission test to check that the link can actually support the flow If the link 
has sufficient resources, the router reserves bandwidth on behalf of the new flow 
before forwarding the set-up message to the next link m the route If the reser­
vation along the entire length of a chosen path can be realised, the request is 
accepted, otherwise it is rejected
Link state routing is normally based on the least cost path computation (see 
Section 2 4) However, the link cost metric can be expressed in many ways, so 
that algorithms can compute minimum hop paths, maximum bandwidth paths, 
etc We focus on mechanisms used to find a path with specific bandwidth require­
ments, so the link cost is usually expressed as a function of the link utilisation De­
pending on how the link cost metric is formulated, these QoS routing algorithms 
can address different performance issues (conserving resources, increasing over­
all network utilisation, etc ) Researchers usually take one of two contradictory 
approaches either resource conserving (RC) or load distributing (LD) The RC 
approach is widely recommended [98, 102, 120, 133] and it has even been pro­
posed by the IETF [9] as a way to introduce QoS routing Its proponents claim 
that [133]
previous comparative studies have demonstrated that algorithms w ith a 
strong preference for m im m um -hop routes almost always outperform algo­
rithms that do not consider path length
The second approach is recommended in [19, 65, 82] because, as claimed m [66]
the use o f min-hop routing for on-line routing o f permanent virtual cir­
cuits can lead to inefficiencies despite the fac t that it uses the least am ount o f 
resources
We discuss these two approaches in more detail next
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2.5.1 The resource conserving approach (RC)
There is a large community of researchers who recommend RC [98,102,120,133). 
Routing algorithms usually conserve resources by minimising the hop count dur­
ing the path selection process, and calculate a path in two steps: first they select 
the set of shortest paths; secondly, if there is more than one such path, the cri­
terion of available bandwidth is used to choose among the set of selected paths. 
An example of the RC approach is the w idest-shortest pa th  (WSP) algorithm [9], 
which selects the path with the highest residual bandwidth from the set of short­
est paths (we assume that link pruning is disabled7).
The RC approach has the following advantages:
• By the use of shortest paths it conserves resources -  because longer paths 
use extra resources and can block other potential future requests;
• The primary link cost metric (that used in the first step of path computation) 
is a constant, and so is robust to network state information inaccuracies.
• Traffic fluctuations (see Section 2.2.4) are less likely to appear over the set of 
shortest paths than for the set of all available paths which could be offered 
by other routing mechanisms.
Despite these characteristics there is one major drawback of this approach: 
when limiting hop count (and when link pruning is disabled) we can only use 
links belonging to the shortest paths, so that we cannot fully benefit from exist­
ing longer and lightly loaded routes. Consider the situation shown in Figure 2.3, 
where we have two networks N and M interconnected using a short (two hop) 
path (A-E-D) and a longer path (A-B-C-D). If when establishing connections be­
tween network N and M we restrict ourselves only to the use of the shortest path 
(link pruning being disabled), the longer path remains unused. In such cases the 
RC approach is not beneficial compared even with static routing.
"The p a in in g  process rem oves all infeasib le links from th e  netw ork  g rap h  represen ting  a given 
topology.
Chapter 2__________________________________   QoS Routing
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Figure 2.3: An example when the shortest path approach performs poorly
We can avoid scenarios as described above, simply by pruning links with in­
sufficient resources first and calculating the min-hop path over a reduced topol­
ogy. However it was observed [8, 133] that when state information is highly 
imprecise it is difficult to decide whether or not link has enough resources to 
accommodate the new request. When state information is imprecise, the prun­
ing process can remove feasible as well as infeasible links, thereby degrading the 
overall performance [8,133]. That is why we assume that pruning is disabled.
In this thesis we assume that inaccuracy of state information is present at all 
times, so pruning is disabled.
For some networks (such as that shown in Figure 2.3) the inefficient usage 
of resources by the RC approach can be overcome by admitting paths with hop 
count equal to the minimum plus one [98, 102]. However we are looking for 
general conclusions, and so such ad-hoc solutions are not considered here.
2.5.2 The load distributing approach (LD)
Considerable attention has also been given to LD algorithms [19, 65, 82]. Such 
load balancing is often achieved by the use of link cost metrics expressed as a 
convcx function which increases with the link utilisation [19, 58,65, 82,100]. The 
benefit of using such a convex function for the link cost is intuitively clear: it 
favours paths on lightly loaded links over those on busy links, so that the load is
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balanced over all links
This approach to QoS routing has the following advantages
• It avoids congested links,
• It distributes load over the network, so that it can fully exploit longer paths, 
It also has a number of drawbacks
• By using longer paths it consumes extra resources, and this can block future 
requests
• Due to the use of a main cost metric which depends on information about 
available resources, it requires up-to-date state information Otherwise con­
siderable performance degradation is observed
QoS routing employing LD can be beneficial in situations such as shown in 
Figure 2 3, but m general it is vulnerable to inaccuracy of network state informa­
tion, which can drastically degrade its performance, as observed in the ARPANET
2.6 Optimal Routing
The performance of QoS Routing is often compared with optimal routing (see [19]) 
So we need to understand what optimal routing is and why QoS routing methods 
applied in virtual circuit networks cannot perform as well as the optimal version 
Optimal routing does not optimise the cost of any single path (as a typical QoS 
routing algorithm does) but rather optimises a global cost function such as the 
overall network throughput or the total delay It was shown in [144] that if there 
is only one class of users it makes little difference whether we minimise total 
delay or maximise total throughput
The optimisation of the global cost is extremely difficult to perform using 
on-line methods It requires global coordination of all network nodes and of­
ten rerouting of even an infinitesimal fraction of a flow over an alternative path
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Such conditions are difficult to meet in real data networks, because often flow 
QoS constraints do not allow the splitting of data Also global synchronisation 
of network nodes is interrupted by update policies (see Section 3 4) which limit 
the communication overhead but introduce inaccuracy [10] Therefore, on-line 
routing algorithms can only mimic the behaviour of optimal routing methods as 
shown m [19]
Optimal routing can be treated as an instance of the Multicommodity Flow prob­
lem (MCF) [119] The multicommodity flow problem involves the simultaneous 
shipping of several different commodities (traffic classes) from their respective 
sources to their destinations m a single network so that the total amount of flow 
going through each edge is no more than its capacity (link bandwidth) Asso­
ciated with each traffic class is a demand (requested bandwidth), which is the 
amount of that commodity that we wish to ship
2 6.1 Theoretical formulation of Optimal Routing
In this section we follow the formulation of optimal routing as presented in [29] 
Let us assume that we operate on a weighted graph model G = (V, E) (each 
node n e  V  and each link e € E) Each link e has assigned capacity c(e) We 
denote by N  the number of nodes in the network and by L  the number of links 
We also denote by W  the set of all pairs w =  (s, d), where s is a source and d is 
a destination We denote by P  the set of all paths Each source-destmation pair 
w is interconnected using a set of paths Pw We denote a flow /  as a function 
f  P  —* R +, and with each source-destination pair w we associate a path flow 
vector /  = { f p \p € Pw,w  e W }  So the flow traversing edge e can be defined as
f e =  £  U
pQP PGp
With each pair w we associate a rate rw which is the amount of flow traversing be­
tween this source-destination pair The flow rw can be arbitrary divided among
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paths Pw, so Y lPePw f v  =  Tw Finally fc>r each link e we specify a load-dependent 
cost function coste( f )  We assume that the cost function is nonnegative, differen­
tiable and nondecreasing So the cost of path p is given by
C O S tp ( f )  =  Y ^ COste { f e )  
e€p
Now, we can define an optimal routing as a routing which minimises the total 
cost function This can be formulated as a non-linear program
M m  E COSte ( f e ) (21)
eeE
subject to (2 2)
Y , f p  = r* V w e W  (23)
pePu,
f e =  £  f p <  c(e) Ve e E  (2 4)
peP eep
I p >  0 (25)
2.6.2 Optimality condition
Let us define optimality conditions for one flow vector associated with a source- 
destination pair w For that we need a definition of the first derivative length of 
the path Denote by C O S T ( f )  the total cost function from (2 1)
C O S T { f )  = Y,coste(fe) (2 6)
e£E
So the first derivative dcodsI^D 0f C O S T ( f )  with respect to f p is represented by
O C O S T U ) _ ^ w < ( a  (27)
d f pJV es p
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The first derivative dcod^ ^  can be considered as the length of the path p when 
the length of each link is taken as the first derivative cost'e evaluated over the total 
flow f e Thus it can be called the first derivative length of path p
Should /  * = {/*} be an optimal path flow vector for w, we cannot decrease 
the cost for this path flow So by shifting a small amount 5 > 0 of flow from path 
p to pf we can only increase the cost or at best keep it unchanged Using the first 
derivative path length we can write this change as
z d C O S T ( f * )  d C O S T ( f * )
i S T ,  *  ¡> i.
Since this change cannot decrease the cost, we get
dCOST{J*)  ^ d C O S T ( f * )
' H i, 2 — w , —  < 2 8 )
So the path flow vector is optimal only when paths with minimum first deriva­
tive are used Since the local and global optima of convex function coincide 
(see [118]), the condition (2 8) is a necessary and sufficient to achieve global opti­
mality of the objective function (2 1)
2.6.3 Optimal routing used in off-line optimisation
Optimisation of the global cost performed by optimal routing mechanisms is ex­
tremely difficult to perform usmg on-line methods That is why it is primarily 
used by traffic engineering tools as an off-line optimisation process In this sec­
tion we present an example of such optimisation for two traffic classes, namely 
the QoS service classes and the Best Effort class This model is similar to the 
one presented in [50], but many other similar models can be found in the litera­
ture [70, 104, 139, 143] The original version of this model used flow definition 
as presented in [57] In this thesis we present a modified version of this model, 
assuming as in Section 2 61 that traffic flow can be split in an arbitrary way be­
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tween the set of possible paths
This off-line optimisation considers only a single level of priority, however, 
the approach can be extended to multiple priority levels The QoS service classes 
get higher priority access to bandwidth than Best Effort traffic As a consequence, 
existence of the Best Effort traffic is transparent to the performance of the QoS 
service classes Thus this problem can be formulated as a multi criterion optimi­
sation problem The first objective is the maximisation of bandwidth from QoS 
service classes, and the second objective is to maximise the Best Effort traffic sub­
ject to the constraint that the measure for the QoS traffic is optimal To make the 
problem more general, it is assumed that bandwidth is not optimised but rather 
the network revenue, which is a function of bandwidth [50]
Let us consider a weighted graph model G =  (V, E) as defined in Section 2 61  
Traffic flows f w are classified into QoS and Best Effort We expect that there are 
several QoS service classes, with different requirements Also we assume that 
there is a single Best Effort service class The QoS group of service classes is 
denoted by Sq0s With each pair w we associate a rate rWtS which is the amount of 
flow traversing between this source-destmation pair belonging to QoS class s 
The objective to be maximised is network revenue It has two mam compo­
nents, W q0s  and W bb, for the QoS and Best Effort service class groups respec­
tively
The QoS traffic produces revenue W q o S  given by
w q o s  =  y i  y i  (2 9 )
s^S qoS w£W  p€Pw
where f StWtP is the bandwidth carried on route p between source-destmation pair 
w belonging to class s, and eSiP is the corresponding earnings per unit of carried 
bandwidth for QoS class s over path p
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The Best Effort traffic produces revenue given by
W q e  =  ^  e B E , a f B E , w  (2  1 0 )
weW
where /# e ,w is the total Best Effort flow or carried bandwidth for source-destination 
pair w, and esE,u is the corresponding earning rate We assume that the earning 
rate of Best Effort traffic does not depend on the chosen route
2 6 31  Routing for QoS Traffic
The problem of routing QoS flows can defined as a linear program [50]
Max WQoS (211)
subject to (2 12)
y  fstw,p <  rw,s Vu> £  W, Vs €  Sq0s , (2  13)
p€Pw
fe ,QoS =  E E  E fs,w,P <  c(e) V e  e  E, (2 14)
se sQoS wew pePu, eep
f w p  > 0  Vp G P , V s €  SQoS, (2  15)
The / e QoS is the amount of bandwidth assigned to QoS flows on link e  Be­
cause the QoS flows are given priority over best effort flows, this reserved band­
width will not be available for best effort traffic Here the J2PePw f sw v 1S ^ow  
traversmg between source-destination pair w and the slack in Eq (2  13) repre­
sents the loss, which may be ascribed to admission control
2 6 3 2 Routing for Best Effort Traffic
The problem of routing best effort traffic can defined as a linear program
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M ax W& e 
subject to 
T ;  f  be,w,p <  r w b e Vw e W , \ / s €  S q0s > (2 18)
(2 16)
(217)
pePw
y !  y !  fBE,w ,p  <  c(e) fe ,QoS Ve G £ , (2 19)
w ew peP w  e€p
I b e }w p >  0 V p e P , \ / w e W  (2 20)
Due to QoS flows being given priority, best effort flows can utilise only the 
residual bandwidth following the phase of QoS flow optimisation (see Eq (2 19))
2 6 3 3 Combined routing for QoS and Best Effort Traffic
The problem of reserving bandwidth for QoS and Best Effort traffic can be solved 
separately by reserving bandwidth first for QoS flows and later using the re­
maining bandwidth to perform reservation for Best Effort flows However this 
method does not permit QoS flows to be reassigned without decreasmg the rev­
enue to maximise the bandwidth of best effort flows To remove this flaw we 
define a problem of combined reservation
Let us assume that W qoS = m a x  W q0$ is  the optimum revenue generated by 
assigning QoS flows Thus the combined problem can be defined as [50]
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M ax W be (2 21)
subject to (2 22)
W QoS =  m a x  W QoS (2 23)
Y  fBE ,w ,p  <  r vj,HE Vw € W, Vs e  S qos, (2 24)
pePu,
E E [fBEw,P+ E /«.»J c^(e) Ve€£’ <225)(2 25)
lueiv pePui eep seSQ0s
f  be ,w ,p > 0  \ f p e P , V w e W  (2 26)
In Eq (2 23) W qoS is  obtained by solving the problem for the QoS traffic in 
isolation In the second step the values of QoS flows can change to improve the 
revenue from best effort traffic while preserving optimal revenue of QoS flows 
In general to get optimally selected routes requires the solution of linear pro­
grams [1,37] using for such tools as CPLEX8 or PPRN [37] Or we can use approx­
imate methods, which improve the algorithm running time and produce results 
very close to the optimal solution [20,55, 63, 71]
2.6.4 On-line suboptimal routing
Optimal routing requires high computations and also makes assumptions which 
cannot be satisfied m real networks For example as stated m [29]
Implicit in flow  models is the assumption that the statistics o f the traffic en­
tering the network do not change over time
However traffic patterns often vary, and therefore the short-term performance 
of such methods may be suboptimal [138] In the following we present various 
approaches to on-line routing which imitate the theoretically optimal methods
8CPLEX Optimization Inc , CPLEX User s Manual, Version 3 0, Incline Village, NV, (1994)
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2 6 41  Distributed Minimum Delay Routing
Robert Gallager in [60] proposed a distributed routing algorithm which min­
imises the total delay for input traffic with stationary characteristics This model 
also assumes that the incoming traffic at the node can be split m an arbitrary way 
between outgoing links The algorithm is applied at each node and is based on 
information about the first derivative delay to each destination
It was shown in [29] that when traffic is optimally distributed, the cost of each 
path carrying a flow between the source-destination pair w must have an equal 
first derivative cost path (see Eq 2 8) This fact is exploited in the distributed al­
gorithm proposed by Gallager In this algorithm each node shifts a small fraction 
of the flow from links with high first derivative cost to links with small marginal 
(first derivative) cost The algorithm converges to an optimal solution [60]
2 6 4 2 Selfish routing
Typically during route selection each node simply chooses the paths of minimum 
cost rather than paths which minimise the total cost This strategy is based on 
individual rationality rather than group rationality [46] Each user attempts to 
maximise its use of the resource with no regard to the effects of its action on the 
other users So the paths with minimal cost are selected rather than the minimal 
first derivative cost This usually works well when there is plenty of available 
bandwidth However, when the provided bandwidth is less than required, the 
self-interested actions of individuals may lead to congestion
It was shown m [126] that if optimal routmg minimises the total latency, the 
total latency produced by selfish routing decisions can be arbitrary larger than 
the minimum possible total latency, although it is not more than the total latency 
incurred by optimal routmg where the load is doubled [126] This upper bound 
does not look optimistic, however the Internet is not centrally administered by 
any authority, so network users are free to act according to their own interests
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This results in a "selfishly motivated" assignment of the traffic, which does not 
optimise the total cost function
2 6 4 3 Throughput competitive routing
The two routing methods described above assume that flows can be split in an 
arbitrary way, which is rarely allowed for flows requiring QoS guarantees in real 
networks The more realistic scenario of a routing mechanism trying to mimic 
the behaviour of optimal routing has been presented in [19] This model deals 
with unsplittable flows and thanks to appropriately selected connection admis­
sion control mechanisms it tries to achieve a throughput as close as possible to 
the optimal solution However this model assumes that the duration of each con­
nection is known a prion (at the moment when request arrives at the node)
In [19] the authors use the concept of "competitive ratio" (originally intro­
duced m [129]) to compare the performance of their algorithm with the optimal 
solution The competitive throughput ratio is the supremum, over all possible in­
put sequences, of the throughput achieved by the optimal off-line algorithm to 
the throughput achieved by the on-lme algorithm under consideration [119] The 
optimal off-line algorithm is not equivalent to optimal routing smce flows are un­
splittable, it is rather an algorithm which has a prion knowledge of the entire 
request sequence, and the considered on-lme algorithm deals with each request 
one by one and does not possess any knowledge about future requests
The algorithm presented in [19] achieves a competitive ratio of O(log NT) ,  
where T  is the maximum duration of the connection and N  is the number of 
nodes in the network The proposed solution uses an approach used to solve mul- 
ticommodity flow problem by repeated rerouting of flows onto shortest paths [86, 
93, 130] By defining the cost function to be exponential in the current link us­
age, these algorithms solve the approximate multicommodity flow problem m  
polynomial time However this solutions use repeated rerouting, so they can be 
implemented only as off-line methods
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Let us consider a weighted graph model G = (V , E)  as defined in Section 2 61  
The considered algorithm deals with each request one by one, so the zth request 
Pt can be defined as
where wt is the source-destination pair of the iih  request, t\(t) is the traffic rate at 
time r requested by the connection and pl is the profit acquired for accepting this 
request T* and T /  are the connection starting and finish time, so we can assume 
that r\(r) = 0 for r < T® and r  > T /  Assuming that if the request is accepted the 
connection is assigned one path p% (where the flow cannot be split), the relative 
utilisation on edge e before considering fcth request and after considering request 
k — 1 can be defined as
e6pt v /
K k
In the algorithm, every link e has associated with it a cost function that is 
exponential to the bandwidth utilisation
c o s ie (îï, k) = c(e)(iiUeij^  — 1)
A new connection is admitted into the network only if there exists a path 
whose accumulated cost over the duration of the connection does not exceed the 
profit that is measured by the bandwidth-duration product of the connection (see 
Table 2 1)
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Table 21 Throughput-competitive routing algorithm 
For each request A, = (u/t, r t(r),  T *, T( , px) check 
if 3 path p in such
/  \
- ¿ r r C o s te(T , i )  <  Pl
eep  T ° < t <1 /
then route the connection on p, and set
ue(r , » +  1) = ue(r, t) + Ve £ p, Tts < r < T/,
else block the connection
The algorithm achieves a competitive ratio of 0 (log A/'T), as shown in [19]
2 6 4 4 Is suboptimal routing practical7
The above approaches to mimicmg the behaviour of optimal routing possess one 
or more of the following shortcomings
• repeated rerouting of flows is required,
• flow splitting is required,
• a prion knowledge about connection duration is required,
• precise information about links cost is required,
• only very small flows are accepted
For example, if there is no a prion knowledge about connection holding times, 
there is no throughput competitive strategy (because an algorithm without such 
knowledge can reject connections with infinite duration, which would be ac­
cepted by the optimal off-line algorithm [119])
The routing algorithms performing routing decisions on-lme m existing net­
works usually deal with unsplittable flows with unknown duration and are pro­
vided only with inaccurate information Therefore algorithms trying to mimic the 
behaviour of optimal methods employed in real networks often perform worse
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than algorithms computing just paths with the minimum number of hops So 
such algorithms cannot be employed in existing data networks
2.7 Related topics
In this section we present techniques related to QoS routing Some of these such 
as Constraint Based Routing or Traffic Engineering use similar kinds of mech­
anisms to QoS routing but also extend them to address specific technological 
problems Other techniques often accompany the QoS routing or provide new 
architectures with QoS routing support
2.7.1 Traffic Engineering and Constraint Based Routing
The Constraint Based Routing [79] is a mechanism that supports Traffic Engineer­
ing [15] Thus these terms are often used interchangeably These techniques are 
considered as more general than QoS routing since apart from QoS constraints 
they may consider also policy and management constraints Also they may engi­
neer the network traffic without considering QoS requirements
In general Traffic Engineering can be characterised as "the process of arrang­
ing how traffic flows through the network so that congestion caused by uneven 
network utilisation can be avoided" [155] This definition, however, does not cap­
ture the whole set of mechanisms involved m engineering the network traffic So 
informally we define Traffic Engineering as the set of all processes to control the 
network traffic either automatic or performed manually Informally we can also 
define Constraint Based Routing as the process of automating the task of Traffic 
Engineering
Different methodologies have been proposed for Traffic Engineering A com­
plete taxonomy of this methods can be found m [15] In this thesis we classify 
them into three basic types [15,51]
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• Time-dependent - these traffic control algorithms optimise network resource 
utilisation m response to long-time-scale traffic variations [2] They make no 
attempt to adapt to random short-term traffic variations or changing net­
work conditions An example of such a time-dependent algorithm is the 
optimisation-based centralised control algorithm proposed by Mitra [50] 
We describe the method from [50] m Section 2 6 3 as it performs off-line opti­
misation of the global cost function So time-dependent algorithms are used 
off-line and utilise complicated mathematical tools to engineer the traffic 
based on historical information collected on-lme
• State-dependent - these traffic control algorithms adapt network traffic to 
relatively fast network state changes Examples of such a state-dependent 
approach can be found m [13,51,87,140] The adaptation to changes in net­
work state can be based on information flooded by the routers, or collected 
by probe packets, or gathered by the management system Constraint- 
based routing and QoS routing can be considered as examples of the state- 
dependent class
• Event-dependent - these algorithms search for new paths based only on 
the occurrence of events such as when a call setup encounters congested or 
blocked links So they use learning techniques to optimise network resource 
utilisation This class of methods is different from the state-dependent class 
because the dissemination of global state information is not required Exam­
ples of such event-dependent methods of Traffic Engineering can be found 
m [106,108]
Despite the variety of methods that have been proposed for Traffic Engineer­
ing most enterprises were skeptical about its merits, because the offered technolo­
gies were complicated and and were considered too risky [31] So the solutions 
existing on the market for the past few years are rather simple, such as
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• solutions balancing for load among multiple Web and application servers, 
based on
-  Load balancing devices and Layer 4 - 7  switches, such as those from 
Alteon (now part of Nortel9), ArrowPomt (now part of Cisco10), F511 
and Foundry12,
-  optimising services from vendors like Akamai13,
• solutions for utilising multihommg (Multihommg is the technique of con­
necting a network to the Internet via two or more ISPs ), such as
-  BGP-based route control offered by netVMG14, InterNAP15, Opmx 16, 
Proficient Networks17, RouteScience18, SockEye Networks19,
-  link-based controllers such as BiglP Link Controller produced by F5 or 
Radwares LinkProof20
Recently, however, there are new emerging solutions for MPLS Traffic Engi­
neering such as MATE offered by Canden21, solutions by Alcatel22, PARC Tech­
nologies23, and Foundry, and platforms enabling such solutions provided by Cisco, 
Juniper Networks24, and Avici Systems25 Such MPLS-enabled mechanisms seem 
to provide efficient control over the traffic and will probably dominate future 
traffic engineering initiatives
9Nortel, h t t p  //www n o r te ln e tw o r k s  com/
10Cisco, h t t p  //www c is c o  com/
11F5/ h t t p  //www f 5 com/
12Foundry, h t t p  //www fo u n d ry n e t com/
13Akamai, h t t p  //www akam ai com/
14netVMG, h t t p  //www netvm g com/
15InterNAP, h t t p  //www m te r n a p  com/
16Opmx, h t t p  //www o p m x  com/
17Proficient Networks, h t t p  //www p r o f  l c ie n tn e tw o r k s  com/
18RouteScience, h t t p  //www r o u te s c ie n c e  com/
19SockEye Networks, h t t p  / / www so ck ey e  com/
20Radware h t t p  //www rad w are  com/
21Cariden, h t t p  //www c a n d e n  com/
22Alcatel, h t t p  //www a l c a t e l  com/
23PARC Technologies, h t t p  //www p a r e - t e c h n o lo g ie s  com/
24Jumper Networks, h t t p  //www j u n ip e r  n e t /
25Avici Systems, h t t p  //www a v i c i  com/
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As we can see in the above examples, Traffic Engineering includes a variety 
of different mechanisms for static or dynamic traffic control. QoS routing can be 
considered as a subclass of traffic engineering methods, which performs short 
term traffic optimisation with respect to QoS constraints.
2.7.2 Admission Control
QoS routing should efficiently utilise network resources. However, often an ap­
propriate path selection algorithm is not enough. Sometimes if a flow needs too 
much resources, we may decide to reject it even if the network has the capability 
to accept it. Such a decision may be taken because by rejecting the flow we can 
achieve a higher network throughput and satisfy further requests of other users. 
So, QoS routing is often accompanied by higher level admission control mecha­
nisms to perform efficient management of networking resources [18, 19, 61, 65, 
82,119,137].
2.7.3 Resource Reservation
QoS routing and resource reservation are closely connected techniques. To pro­
vide QoS guarantees to user flows, we need to compute a feasible path from 
source to destination and reserve the resources along the path. The first task 
is done by QoS routing, while the second one is done by resource reservation 
protocols such as RSVP [33].
Resource Reservation Protocol (RSVP) [33] is a "soft state" signaling protocol. 
It supports receiver-initiated establishment of resource reservations for both mul­
ticast and unicast flows. RSVP was originally developed as a signaling protocol 
within the Integrated Services framework for applications to communicate QoS re­
quirem ents  to the network and for the network to reserve relevant resources to 
satisfy the QoS requirements [33].
The reservation process uses two fundamental RSVP message types: RESV
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and PATH The PATH message is send by the sender to the receiver specifying the 
characteristics of the traffic Every intermediate router along the path forwards 
the PATH message to the next hop determined by the routing protocol Upon 
receiving a PATH message, the receiver responds with a RESV message to request 
resources for the flow Every intermediate router along the path can reject or 
accept the request of the RESV message If the request is rejected, the router will 
send an error message to the receiver, and the signaling process will terminate 
If the request is accepted, link bandwidth and buffer space are allocated for the 
flow and the related flow state information will be installed in the router
The "soft state" approach used in RSVP means that the reservation is created 
and periodically refreshed by PATH and RESV messages The state is deleted if 
no matching refresh messages arrive before the expiration of update interval 
In conclusion RSVP is a receiver-oriented mechanism for resource reserva­
tions for both unicast and multicast applications However it works in "soft state" 
fashion, which is considered to be a bottleneck m backbone networks [155]
Recently, RSVP has been modified and extended in several ways to mitigate 
the scaling problems As a result, it is becommg a versatile signaling protocol 
for the Internet For example, RSVP has been extended to reserve resources for 
aggregation of flows, to set up MPLS explicit label switched paths [14], and to 
perform other signaling functions within the Internet There are also a number of 
proposals to reduce the amount of refresh messages required to maintain estab­
lished RSVP sessions [26]
2 7.4 Integrated Services and Differentiated Services
The Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF)26 in recent years developed two ser­
vice models for providing QoS support in the Internet Integrated Services [32] 
and Differentiated Services [30]
26The Internet Engineering Task Force, h t t p  //www l e t f  o r g /
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2 7 4 1  Integrated Services (IntServ)
The Integrated Services (IntServ) [32] model requires resources, such as band­
width and buffers, to be reserved a priori for a given traffic flow to ensure that 
the quality of service requested by the traffic flow is satisfied The integrated ser­
vices model proposes two service classes in addition to best effort service, they 
are
• guaranteed service [135] -  this is used for applications requiring bounded 
packet delivery time This is accomplished by controlling the queuing delay 
on network elements along the data flow path
• controlled load service [154] -  this is used for applications that can tolerate 
some delay and are sensitive to traffic overload conditions Controlled-load 
service has been designed to provide approximately the same service as 
best-effort service m a lightly loaded network regardless of actual network 
conditions
The philosophy of the IntServ model is that "there is an inescapable require­
ment for routers to be able to reserve resources in order to provide special QoS 
for specific user packet streams, or flows This in turn requires flow-specific state 
in the routers" [32]
Int-Serv is implemented by four components
1 signaling protocol (e g RSVP - described next),
2 admission control routme,
3 classifier,
4 packet scheduler
Applications requiring guaranteed service or controlled-load service must set up 
the paths and reserve resources before transmitting their data The admission
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control routines will decide whether a request for resources can be granted When 
a router receives a packet, the classifier will perform a multi-field (MF) classifi­
cation and put the packet in a specific queue based on the classification result 
The packet scheduler will then schedule the packet appropriately to meet its QoS 
requirements
The IntServ architecture is quite computationally demanding and the most 
commonly mentioned problems of IntServ are
• The amount of state information increases proportionally with the number 
of flows This places a huge storage and processing overhead on the back­
bone routers Therefore, this architecture does not scale well m the Internet 
core
• The computational requirement on routers is high All routers must support 
RSVP, admission control, MF classification and packet scheduling
2 7 4 2 Differentiated Services (DiffServ)
The initial goal of the Differentiated Services (DiffServ) [30] effort within the IETF 
was to develop scalable mechanisms for classification of traffic flows into flow 
aggregates, which allows each flow aggregate to be treated differently [30] Thus 
DiffServ provides an alternative mechanism for service differentiation in the In­
ternet that alleviates the scalability issues encountered with the IntServ model
The IETF Diff-Serv working group has defined a Differentiated Services field 
m the IP header (DS field) [110] The DS field is the part of the IP header formerly 
known as the Type of Service (ToS) octet The DS field is used to indicate the 
forwarding treatment that a packet should receive at a node The DiffServ work­
ing group has also specified a number of Per-Hop Behaviour (PHB) groups [111] 
Using the PHBs, several classes of services can be defined using different classifi­
cation, policing, shaping and scheduling rules
For an end user of network services to receive Differentiated Services from
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its Internet Service Provider (ISP), it may be necessary to have a Service Level 
Agreement (SLA) with the ISP The SLA specifies a Traffic Conditioning Agree- 
ment (TCA) which defines classifier rules as well as metering, marking, discard­
ing, and shaping rules
Packets are classified, and possibly policed and shaped at the ingress to a Diff- 
Serv network When a packet traverses the boundary between different DiffServ 
domains, the DS field of the packet may be re-marked according to existmg agree­
ments between the domains
Using the PHBs and different classification, policing, shaping, several classes 
of services can be defined such as
• Assured service [76] -  employed for applications requiring better reliability 
than best-effort service
• Premium service [112] -  used for applications requiring low-delay and low- 
jitter service
Differentiated Services allows only a finite number of service classes to be 
indicated by the DS field The mam advantage of the DiffServ approach relative 
to the IntServ model is scalability Resources are allocated on a per-class basis and 
the amount of state information is proportional to the number of classes rather 
than to the number of flows
2 7 5 Integrated Services over DiffServ Networks
In order to exploit the advantages of per flow QoS guarantees of the IntServ 
model and good scalability in the backbone of the DiffServ model, the intercon­
nection of IntServ and DiffServ was proposed [22,24,27,34] In this model QoS is 
provided by applying the end-to-end IntServ model across a network containing 
one or more DiffServ regions The DiffServ regions may, but are not required to, 
participate m end-to-end RSVP signaling for the purpose of optimising resource 
allocation and supporting admission control
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The IntServ over DiffServ model seems to be the most promising QoS model 
to be used in the future Internet, since it provides per-flow reservations while 
maintaining scalability to large networks
2 76 MPLS
Multi-Protocol Label Switching (MPLS) [125] is one of several initiatives to enable 
packet delivery for a future converged networks, by combining the attributes of 
Layer 2 switching and Layer 3 routing into a single entity
The basic idea of MPLS is to forward the packets based on a short, fixed length 
identifier termed a "label", instead of the network layer address The labels are 
assigned to the packets at the ingress node of an MPLS domain Inside the MPLS 
domain, the labels attached to packets are used to make forwarding decisions 
Thus, MPLS uses indexing instead of a longest prefix match as in conventional IP 
routing The labels are finally popped out from the packets when they leave the 
MPLS domain at the egress nodes By doing this, the efficiency of packet forward­
ing is greatly improved, since longest prefix match process (whose complicated 
computations slow down the IP routing [74,127,147]) is avoided
The motivation for MPLS was to facilitate fast packet switching and forward­
ing, but currently the mam incentive for utilising MPLS is to support Traffic En­
gineering and provide Quality of Service [13, 16, 17, 51, 87, 140, 145] (see also 
Section 2 71) The MPLS technology supports explicit routing, which can be used 
to optimise the utilisation, also multiple paths can be used simultaneously to im­
prove performance from a given source to a destination The labels used m MPLS 
also allow different forwarding rules (and hence different quality of service) to be 
assigned to different flows
Thus MPLS is a promising technology for managing flows in networks using 
such mechanisms as QoS routing, Constraint Based Routing and Traffic Engineer­
ing
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2.7.7 Active Networks
Active Networks [121, 141, 142] is a relatively new concept, where a network 
is not just a passive carrier of data but also a more general model capable of 
performing customised computations on carried data Since it is able to provide 
various operations on network flows, such technology can be used as a platform 
for gradual employment of QoS aware routing algorithms [152]
Active Networks are "active" in two ways routers and switches within the 
network can perform computations on user data flowing through them, and 
users can program the network, by supplying their own programs to perform 
customised computations [141] Traditional data networks provide a transport 
mechanism to transfer data from one end system to another In contrast to that 
active networks allow the network nodes to perform computations on the data 
and also allow their users to inject customised programs into the nodes of the 
network, that may modify, store or redirect the user data flowing through the 
network These programmable networks open many new possibilities for appli­
cations that could not be implemented m traditional data networks For example, 
there may be a multicast video stream m which the compression rate can be mod­
ified when the network bandwidth available is less than required by the origmal 
stream compression (for example at the boundary between wireless and copper 
networks)
Opinion in the research community is divided as to whether or not Active 
Networks are useful [121] The argument against active networks is that the key 
of Internet success was its simplicity and by making the networks active we can 
destroy this idea As George Gilder said [69] "In a world of dumb terminals 
and telephones, networks had to be smart But in a world of smart terminals, 
networks have to be dumb " The argument supporting active networks is that it 
is a very promising and innovative idea and a variety of useful network services 
that require processing of data will be possible, which can lead to better end-to-
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end performance being perceived by users [92]
2.8 Summary
Most current routing schemes select paths considering only a single metric such 
as hopcount or cost The aim of such routing algorithms is simply to provide 
connectivity between network nodes QoS routing selects a path for each connec­
tion to satisfy diverse performance requirements and to optimise resource usage 
Thus it enables the deployment of new services the require QoS support, while 
optimising the overall network performance However, QoS routing has to deal 
with some challenging issues that are not present in traditional routing, includ­
ing the scalable dissemination of dynamic (state-dependent) information, state 
aggregation and the computation of constrained paths The search for effective 
QoS routing methods has been ongoing since the early days of the Internet 
In this chapter, we have presented the components of a QoS routing architec­
ture We have also summarised the historical development of such methods and 
have described the theoretically optimal solutions and technologies supporting 
the deployment of QoS routing
We have also included an overview of the challenges faced by QoS routing 
These problems will be addressed m the rest of the thesis In order to allow grad­
ual rollout of QoS routing methods, they are likely to be introduced by extending 
existing link state routing protocols such as OSPF Therefore we restrict our at­
tention to the link state QoS routing architecture which we believe to provide 
the most practical way for the implementation and deployment of QoS routmg 
features m the Internet
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Model for QoS routing
In this chapter we present the routing model used in our experiments The details 
of the model can differ in each experiment but the principles of this model are 
preserved We focus on a family of link state QoS routing mechanisms These 
schemes are able to find paths satisfying QoS constraints imposed by the users, 
efficiently utilise network resources, and accommodate to periods of transient 
overload, link failure, or general congestion However, QoS routing protocols 
can impose a significant bandwidth and processmg load on the network, since 
each router must maintain its own view of the available link resources, distribute 
link state information to other routers, and compute and establish routes for new 
flow requests
In general the link state routing mechanisms can be summarised as follows 
For each Imk the bandwidth and optionally the cost value are advertised using 
a flooding mechanism or a spanning tree The frequency of such advertisements 
is controlled by the link state update policy Upon receiving a route request the 
routing algorithm computes a path If the reservation along a chosen path can 
be realised, the request is accepted, otherwise it is rejected Once the bandwidth
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resources are reserved on each link in the route, the network admits the flow, 
committing requested bandwidth on each link in the path for the duration of the 
flow
In the following part of this chapter we provide detailed information about all 
elements of this model
3.1 Routing algorithms
Since predictable communication performance relies on having some sort of through­
put guarantee, our routing model views bandwidth as the primary traffic metric 
for defining both application QoS and network resources Although application 
requirements and network load may be characterised by several other dynamic 
parameters, including delay and loss, initial deployments of QoS routing are 
likely to focus simply on bandwidth to reduce algorithmic complexity
In this thesis we focus primarily on two approaches to QoS routing, namely 
the Load Distributing (LD) approach and the Resource Conserving (RC) approach 
(introduced in Section 2 5) These are represented by two basic QoS routing algo­
rithms which consider bandwidth requirements
widest-shortest path (WSP) [9] - selects the shortest (min-hop) path, but if 
there are several such paths, the one with the largest residual bandwidth is 
chosen This algorithm is a typical example of the RC approach
exponential cost function routing (EXP) - selects the least cost path, where 
the link cost is expressed as an exponential function of its utilisation The 
choice of an exponential link cost function allows paths to avoid congested 
links, and is a typical example of the LD approach
These algorithms can also be supported by a pruning mechanism By pruning 
any infeasible links (subject to stale information), the source performs a prelimi­
nary form of resource reservation to avoid selecting a route that cannot support
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the new flow The pruning process produces a sparser network graph consisting 
entirely of feasible links However, the process of pruning links in the presence of 
stale link state information may result in routing errors, smce the source may in­
correctly prune a link that could actually support the new flow or use a link that 
does not support the new flow Thus pruning is not recommended when state 
information is imprecise [8,133] and m this thesis we assume that it is disabled
3.1.1 Network model
We operate on a weighted graph model G = (V , E) (each node n  G V  and each 
link e € E) Each link e has assigned capacity c(e) and an amount r(e) of this 
bandwidth is already reserved and cannot be assigned to new connections So the 
current link utilisation u(e) can be expressed as r(e)/c(e) The route computing 
algorithm deals with each request m turn, so the t th request can be defined as 
[Si,du rl)f where s* is the source, dt is the destination, and rt is the traffic rate 
specified in the request The traffic rate rx represents either a peak, average, or 
effective bandwidth, depending on the applied admission control policy
3 1.2 Link cost
For each link e we specify a load-dependent cost function cost(e) So the cost of 
path p is given by
We also assume that the values of link cost metric values belong to the interval 
< M I N , M A X  > In our experiment we use a range between 1 and 65535, as is 
used m OSPF [105] So for the WSP and the EXP algorithms the corresponding 
link cost functions are defined as follows
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3 1 2 1  Link cost of WSP algorithm
The WSP algorithm has a strong preference for mimmum-hop routes So its pri­
mary cost is constant, and we assume that
c o s t w s p ( e )  =  C  ( 3 1 )
where C is a constant (see Figure 3 1) This constant can also be configured 
administratively or it can be proportional to the inverse of link capacity (as sug­
gested by Cisco1)
M A X  i " "i i-------------------- 1--------------------
M IN  -------------------- 1---------------------‘-------------------- “-------------------- 1--------------------
L in k  u tilis a tio n
Figure 3 1 Link cost function of the WSP algorithm
Such a cost function allows routers to select set of min-hop paths From this 
set the path with largest residual bandwidth is chosen, or in other words the path 
p with maximum min{c(e) — r(e)}
e€p
3 1 2  2 Link cost of EXP algorithm
The EXP algorithm uses link cost expressed as an exponential function of its util­
isation The choice of an exponential link cost function allows paths to avoid 
congested links In [19] it was theoretically shown that the network load can be
Jh t t p  //www c is c o  c o m /w a rp /p u b lic /1 0 4 /2  h tm l
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distributed in an almost optimal way by the use of an exponential link cost func­
tion We use a normalised exponential cost function of the form
exp(e) =
A u(e) _  i
A  — I
(3 2)
where A  is a large positive constant (see [19, 65])
To allow the EXP link cost function to use the whole range of link cost values 
we assume that its final formula is given by
costEXp(e) = M I N  + ( M A X  — M I  N) exp( e )  
An example of this cost function is shown in Figure 3 2
(3 3)
Link utilisation
F ig u re  3 2 L ink cost fu n c tio n  o f  the E X P  algorithm
3.2 Network Topology
Researchers have evaluated the performance of different routing approaches on 
simulated networks with various topologies such as ISP [10,160], MCI [98], ran­
dom topologies [120, 133], regular topologies [133], and others [66, 102] How­
ever the topology of the Internet is difficult to characterise because it is constantly
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Table 3.1: Average node degree of network topologies used in our experiments
Average node degree
ISP topology 
Tree topology 
Low connectivity topology 
High connectivity topology 
Two-level hierarchical topology
3.33
1.9 (extended to 7.6) 
2.3
4.96
3
changing [561, so selecting an algorithm on the basis of its performance on a lim­
ited set of topologies should not be recommended.
In this thesis we use the following topologies:
• the ISP topology [10,160] -  Figure 3.3(a);
• the tree topology with a minimal number of links, which we extend by 
adding links, to model various connectivity levels -  Figure 3.3(b);
•  two randomly generated topologies each with a different level of connec­
tivity created using the GT-ITM software [161]- Figures 3.3(c) and 3.3(d);
• a randomly generated network with two hierarchical levels created using 
the GT-ITM software [161]- Figure 3.3(e);
We denote by N  the number of nodes and by L  the number of links in the 
network. In all networks links are assumed to be bidirectional. Thus the average 
node degree is equal to 2L/ N .  The corresponding values of average node degree 
for each network topology are shown in Table 3.1.
We use the tree topology to compare routing performance over networks with 
various connectivity levels. We start with a base network of average node degree 
1.9. By randomly adding links to the base network we progressively effect a 
change of average node degree from 1.9 to 7.6. Other researchers usually utilise 
topologies with a degree of around four, and rarely report results for degrees 
higher than six or less than three (e.g., [120, 133]). Thus we study a wider range 
of connectivities.
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(a) ISP
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F ig u re  3 3 Topologies used in sim ula tions
We do not consider regular topologies such as the cube [133], because they 
are infrequently used in real networks They feature many min-hop paths be-
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tween source and destination, which has a positive impact when algorithms are 
restricted to a set of min-hop paths. However, such regularities are usually not 
present in real networks.
In our experiments we model two types of traffic, uniform and bursty traffic. 
For uniform traffic the requests arrive at each node independently according to 
a Poisson distribution with rate A and have exponentially distributed holding 
times with mean value 1///. To model bursty traffic we use interarrival times fol­
lowing a Weibull distribution (54) with shape parameter c = 0.7 and connection 
durations following a Pareto distribution (117] with shape parameter a =  2.5.
For both traffic patterns the requested amount of bandwidth is uniformly dis­
tributed over the interval: [04kb /s, 6M b/s], with mean value D =  3.32A/6/s.
Thus the load offered to the network is [133] is given by:
N  is the number of nodes in the network,
N a is the number of nodes generating traffic,
L  is the number of links in the network,
C  is the links capacity,
B  is the mean requested amount of bandwidth, 
h' is the average hop count.
The average shortest hop count (h1) is calculated over all source-destination 
pairs. If we assume that 7r.v/ stands for the minimum number of hops separating 
source s with destination d, the average shortest hop count can be calculated as
3.3 Traffic model
(3.4)
P liL C
where:
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follows
N N
E E
, s= l 1, d ^s / .
k =  N ( N - \ )  (35)
For example t i  = 3 04762 for the base network shown m Figure 3 3(b)
In our experiments we adjust A to produce the required offered load and the
mean connection holding time is fixed
3.4 Update policies
Despite the apparent complexity of QoS routing, the path-selection and admis­
sion control framework also offers network designers a considerable amount of 
latitude in limiting overheads In particular, the network can control the complex­
ity of the routing algorithm itself, as well as the frequency of route computation 
and link state update messages Information can be propagated in a periodic 
fashion or in response to a significant change in the link state The set of rules 
governing the frequency of link state advertisements is called the update policy 
There are several possible link state update policies [10, 133, 160], and we have 
classified them as follows
timer based policy -  uses a timer to control the frequency of link state adver­
tisements So the advertisements are triggered at the end of every refresh 
period This approach allows the frequency of updates to be controlled very 
precisely but long update intervals are likely to produce fluctuations m link 
utilisation [133] (as described in detail in Section 2 2 4)
utilisation change based policies -  are used to send link state updates only if 
the link utilisation changes Nevertheless the link load can change very fre­
quently To limit the flooding frequency hold-down timers are used to insert 
a minimal time interval between concurrent updates (from now on we will 
denote this interval as hd) These update policies can be made more sen-
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sitive to changes in the utilisation when it approaches the link capacity or 
the sensitivity can be the same across the range of values of link utilisation 
Hence we further divide these policies into
equal density utilisation change policy -  advertises change in the link utilisa­
tion with an equal density for high and low loaded links
• class based po licy  -  it partitions the link bandwidth into classes of 
equal size and every time a boundary between classes is crossed a new 
link state advertisement is generated
increasing density utilisation change policy -  advertises change in the link util­
isation with a density increasing with link utilisation Such an approach 
results in less frequent updates for lightly loaded links This is based on 
the assumption that a slight increase (decrease) m the link load for a highly 
utilised link can block (allow acceptance of) the new request When the link 
utilisation is low this rarely arises situation
• threshold based p o licy  -  advertises a new link state whenever the mag­
nitude of the link state change exceeds some predefined threshold The 
magnitude of the link state change decreases with the link utilisation 
The following notation is used ui and bi are the utilisation and avail­
able bandwidth of the link at the time of the last update, uc and bc are 
the current link utilisation and the current available bandwidth, tr  is 
the threshold is expressed as a percentage (this is the smallest magni­
tude of change which will be advertised) A link state update will be 
generated only when
1 — Ul
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or equivalently when
\ k - b c \
* 100 > tr
This update policy exploits an hysteresis technique, which often suc­
cessfully helps to reduce communication overhead and oscillations [80, 
113]
• class based po licy  -  it partitions the link bandwidth mto classes with 
size decreasing with increasing link utilisation -  every time a boundary 
between classes is crossed a new link state advertisement is generated
In general, timer-based and utilisation change based update policies can coex­
ist in the network So the new state advertisements are triggered upon significant 
changes in available bandwidth (a hold-down timer is applied that enforces a 
minimum spacing between such updates) and also at the end of every refresh 
period (so providing an upper bound on the time interval between concurrent 
updates)
We do not assume, or model, any particular technique for distributing state 
information m the network, two possibilities are flooding (as in PNNI and OSPF) 
or broadcasting via a spanning tree
3.5 Performance metrics
In order to evaluate the performance and costs of QoS routing, we have selected 
a set of metrics
call b locking rate -  defined as the number of rejected requests, divided by the 
number of all requests,
bandw id th  blocking rate -  defined as the bandwidth of rejected requests, divided 
by the bandwidth requested by all incoming requests,
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update overhead -  defined as the number of link state updates generated per 
second. 2
relative average path length -  defined as the average path length of accepted re­
quests, divided by h' (the average min-hop path distance between nodes, 
calculated over all source-destination pairs). This allows us to check whether 
a routing algorithm uses resources excessively (ratio > 1) or conserves re­
sources (ratio < 1);
variation in link utilisation  -  which is the average variation in utilisation of all 
network links. If its value is small the load is spread well over all links, and 
if it is high the routing algorithm is likely to produce points of congestion, 
while there are still unused resources.
The call blocking rate and bandwidth blocking rate can be classified as per­
formance metrics. The update overhead represents the overhead metric. And 
the relative average path length and variation in link utilisation represent the be­
havioural metrics.
3.6 Summary
In this chapter we have presented a simulation model for link state QoS routing 
algorithms. The model is comprised of: routing algorithms which select paths 
based on state information; a variety of network topologies capturing the diver­
sity of the Internet; traffic models generating various traffic patterns; update poli­
cies controlling the advertisements of link states; and performance metrics used 
to evaluate the behaviour of routing algorithms. The complete set of parameters
2W hile it m igh t be ap p ea lin g  to  express th is instead as by tes p e r second o r as a fraction of 
ne tw ork  capacity, the actual overhead  is dep en d en t on  the link  speed , the  rou ting  protocol, and 
the m echanism s for exchanging  link  state. Since w e only  focus on the rou ting  algorithm s, and  not 
on the m echanism s for exchanging  link sta te  in form ation , the n u m b er of link sta te  m essages is 
the m ost suitable.
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used in our simulations is presented in Table 3 2 Our model is flow-based and it 
captures the nature of connection-oriented networks such as MPLS or ATM 
This model combines various models used by other researchers to provide a 
realistic simulation environment Moreover, it can be easily configured to analyse 
the performance of QoS routing algorithms
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Table 3.2: Set o f parameters used in simulation model
I INPUT
Routing algorithm
WSP
EXP
ALCFRA
CAR
Network
Topology ISP topology
Tree topology
Low connectivity topology
High connectivity topology
________________________ Two-level hierarchical topology
Link capacity —C
1 rame
Load P
Interarrival times exponentiall mean
Weibull mean
shape parameter
Holding times exponentiall mean
Pareto mean
shape parameter
Requested bandwidth min
max
Update Policy
Policy threshold-based tr
class-base class size
Hold-down timer hd
OUTPUT
Performance metrics
--------------------------------------------
Call blocking rate
Bandwidth blocking rate
Update overhead
Relative average path length
Variation in link utilisation
Control Parameter(s)
Load from ... to ...
Hold-down timer from ... to ...
Links Number from ... to ...
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QoS Routing: Theory Vs. Practice
There is a wide set of proposed approaches to QoS routing, but our investigations 
suggest that researchers usually take one of two contradictory approaches either 
resource conserving (RC) or load distributing (LD) These approaches have been 
introduced in Sections 2 51 and 2 5 2
Such a situation is due to the fact that LD algorithms are theoretically opti­
mal So some researchers like to use them to achieve efficient resource utilisa­
tion However LD algorithms often results in oscillatory behaviour which leads 
to poor network utilisation So many researchers prefer the more stable mecha­
nism of the RC approach These algorithms do not try to perform in a theoreti­
cally optimal way but feature stable performance In Table 4 1 we show the main 
differences between these two approaches
In this chapter we analyse the stability of the LD approach using such tools 
as estimation error, network response and link cost sensitivity We want to check 
how unstable LD algorithms really are compared with RC algorithms Therefore 
we evaluate the LD and RC approaches in a realistic scenario We simulate the be­
haviour of these mechanisms in an environment very close to real networks, i e ,
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T a b le  4.1: LîM ù D istr ib u tio n  vs. Resource C onservation
I.oad distribution  
app roach  (LD)
Resource conservation  
approach (R C )
p rim a ry  link c o s t m etric depends on link utilisation is a constant
re so u rc e  u tilisa tion all netw ork links arc usable
only links belonging to the set 
o f  m in-hop  paths arc usable
re sou rce  con serva tion not present present
vu ln erab ility  to  in accu racy  o f  
n etw ork  s ta te  in form ation
high (lin k  cost is a function  
o f  link utilisation)
low  (link  cost is constant)
traffic flu c tu a tion s can  occu r o v er  all links over the set o f  m in-hop paths
in the presence of inaccurate information. In such an environment traffic oscilla­
tions are likely to occur and this makes it very difficult to achieve the theoretical 
optimum performance. This allows us to check whether theoretically optimal 
solutions are applicable in real networks.
4.1 Instability of the Load Distributing approach
Load balancing routing algorithms perform well in a network environment where 
traffic load is light [98] and network conditions change slowly. Such routing al­
gorithms are able to balance the network load over all possible paths and adjust 
routing decisions in response to traffic changes. Therefore in the presence of con­
gestion such algorithms can redirect traffic away from the overloaded paths.
Unfortunately the LD routing algorithms which attempt to adapt to traffic 
changes (using information about available bandwidth as considered in this the­
sis) frequently exhibit instability [28, 29]. Traffic oscillations are most likely to 
occur when the costs of different paths vary widely. Therefore the paths which 
have a lower cost may attract the majority of the incoming traffic and become con­
gested while the paths which reported a high cost may bccomc idle. When rerout­
ing of existing flows is permitted such fluctuations are magnified because when 
the original route between two nodes becomes congested, all the traffic to that
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destination can be shifted from the original route to an alternate route This may 
cause congestion on the alternate route Traffic may have to be shifted again [72] 
The imprecision of the network state information increases the likelihood that 
traffic will fluctuate, because appropriate link costs are advertised infrequently 
Thus, during path selection process routers do not know exactly which path is 
best and which provides sufficient resources This leads to poor performance of 
the QoS routing algorithm [8] and reduces the network throughput
To measure the stability of the system we use three factors estimation error, 
link cost sensitivity, and network response
4.11 Estimation Error
Link state QoS routing methods select paths based on state information which 
is usually out-of-date, because providing accurate and timely value for link cost 
is extremely hard Therefore the link cost values used by routing algorithms are 
estimates rather than the actual values The difference between the estimated 
value and the accurate measured value is called the estimation error [148,149] 
When the estimation error increases, the estimated distances which the route 
computation is based on become less valid and therefore the performance of the 
route selection deteriorates So the estimation error can be used as a measure of 
routing accuracy High estimation error also increases traffic fluctuations
Suppose that u l(e) is the last advertised utilisation value for lmk e, and that 
u c(e) is the current lmk utilisation of link e, then the estimation error A of link cost 
when the LD approach is used is given by
A =| costcEXP(e) -  costlBXP{e) |= ^ ^  JiV) | A u°{e) -  A u‘ie) |,
Knowing that traffic traversing the lmk can vary, we expect that the current 
link utilisation u c(e) can be different from the last advertised value ul(e) We
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denote this change by e and we express it as
e = u c(e) — ^(e),
thus, the estimation error becomes
_  ( M A X  -  M I N )  
A -  1
( M A X  -  M I N )  
A -  1
£ u l(e)+€ _  £ u l(e)
and finally
An effective routmg is performed only if there is some correlation between 
the reported values and those actually experienced after routing For the pure LD 
approach, the correlation between successive advertised link costs is high when 
the network is lightly loaded However, the estimation of link costs deteriorates 
under heavy traffic loads, since the estimation error is proportional to u l(e) and 
e ( M A X ,  M I N , and A  being constant) Thus for heavy loads the estimation error 
is high resulting in a poor route selection process
4.1.2 Link Cost Sensitivity
We define link cost sensitivity as the relative change in the value of the link cost 
function due to a change m the link utilisation
Thus for a small variation in link utilisation the sensitivity of the cost function 
of link e can be written as
Link Cost Sensitivity =
% change m cost(e)
(4 2)
% change in u(e)
dcost(e)
(4 3)
The sensitivity function above considers only a single link Ideally we should
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consider a network sensitivity formula, which measures the network-wide stabil­
ity of the routing algorithm in the presence of load variations on individual links. 
Such a formula would be extremely complex. However, since all network links 
use the same formula for link cost, high sensitivity of the link cost to small tran­
sient changes in the link utilisation may be expected to trigger traffic oscillations.
Let us now examine the sensitivity of the cost function of link e when the LD 
approach is used.
o  /„x u (e ) d c o s t EXp(e)  u (c ) i4“^  In A /A
W ( C )  -  ^ „ ( e )  du(c )  =  ¿ - M  -  1 (4 4)
An example of the link cost sensitivity of the LD approach (where M AX  = 1, 
MIN  = 0 and A = 100) is shown in Figure 4.1.
I.in i  u b liu t io o
F ig u re  4.1: Link Cost S e n s itiv ity  o f  the L D  approach
As we can observe for the EXP algorithm (representing the LD approach and 
introduced in Section 3.1) the link cost sensitivity increases with the link utili­
sation. It is most sensitive when the utilisation approaches the link bandwidth. 
For highly utilised links small transient changes in the link utilisation can result 
in major changes in the link cost. Therefore link fluctuations are more likely to
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4.1.3 Network response
No theoretical method is available for analysing the effectiveness of the feedback 
of link state advertisements in reducing the influence of the variation in link cost 
value on the stability of the system performance. However, we can examine the 
mechanism of traffic fluctuations using a graphical method. It reflects the proba­
bility of occurrence of traffic oscillations and the method is based on the network 
response [85].
To describe the meaning of network response we define the route selection 
process as the following cycle:
1. The Routing algorithm selects routes consisting of a set of links, based on 
link costs, network topology and route requests.
2. The sum of the traffic on each link gives the link utilisation.
3. The link utilisation is converted into a cost which is advertised to other 
nodes in the network.
4. Next this link cost is used to calculate new routes, so the cycle repeats itself.
Figure 3.2 shows the link cost function used by the LD algorithms, and it rep­
resents the mapping of the link utilisation into link cost. The network response [85] 
represents the opposite mapping: from cost to utilisation. This mapping cycle 
of the link cost to the link utilisation and the link utilisation to the link cost is 
shown in Figure 4.2. Thus the network response shows how the link utilisation 
will change in the next period of time due to advertising a new cost. If the new 
computed cost is the same as the old cost the link is at equilibrium. The whole 
network is at equilibrium, when all links arc at equilibrium.
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Link state advertisem ents (update policies)
Figure 4 2 Cost <— ► utilisation mapping cycle
02 0 4  0 6  08
U n k  U ti l i s a t io n
04 06
L in k  U tili s a t io n
(a) (b)
L in k  U tili s a t io n
(c)
0 4  06
L in k  U tili s a t io n
(d)
Figure 4 3 Examples of network response for a highly utilised link
The network response together with the link cost function allow the dynamic 
behaviour of the system to be analysed If we place these two functions on a 
single graph we can track how a change in the link utilisation affects the link 
cost, and how it in turn affects the link utilisation in the next update interval
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Therefore, we can check whether the system is prone to oscillations by visual 
inspection
The authors of [85] m obtaining the network response assumed that all link 
cost values were fixed and only the cost of a smgle link was changed to observe 
how it influences the utilisation We consider a more general case, with the in­
fluence of all link costs on the utilisation of a considered link We focus on the 
probability of occurrence of traffic fluctuations due to the interaction between 
link cost function and network response Also we try to generalise our discus­
sion to various topologies
L in k  U tili s a t io n
(a)
L in k  U ti l i s a t io n
(b)
L in k  U tili s a t io n
(c)
U n k  U ti l i s a t io n
(d)
Figure 4 4 Examples of network response for a lightly utilised link 
Our goal is to observe how susceptible routing is to traffic fluctuations, and
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so we want to observe if it is easy for the link to move away from its equilibrium 
point. Thus we observe a situation when the average long term link utilisation is 
fixed, and we only observe transient fluctuations in link utilisation, which occur 
due to the establishing and closing of connections. In Figures 4.3 and 4.4 we 
present a few examples of network response observed for links with high and 
low mean utilisations, respectively. The dots in Figures 4.3 and 4.4 represent the 
observed network response and the line is the link cost function.
It is evident from the presented examples that some links respond to a small 
change in the link utilisation in a controlled manner, so that the areas of network 
response are close to the average link utilisation, as shown in Figure 4.5. While 
in other areas the link utilisation is oscillatory, and the highest traffic fluctuations 
are observed when it oscillates between its maximum and minimum values, so 
the areas of network response fall into regions shown in Figure 4.6.
Link u u I u X i o q
F ig u re  4.5: Stable area o f  netw ork response
However, in most cases we can observe that the network response is based on 
two rules. The link utilisation increases after advertising a link cost lower than at 
equilibrium and decreases after advertising a link cost higher than at equilibrium. 
Such behaviour can be observed with different levels of magnitude and this is 
caused by various network topologies, traffic patterns and update policies. So
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I .ink  u tiH u tio ft
Figure 4.6: Unstable areas of network response
to generalise our discussion we define typical areas of network response, which 
occupy regions of increased load after advertising lower cost than at equilibrium 
and decreased load after advertising a link cost higher than at equilibrium. This 
is shown in Figure 4.7.
(a) O bserved  areas of n e tw o rk  response (b) Typical areas of n e tw o rk  response
Figure 4.7: Observed and typical areas of network response
The points of network response, which have the potential to trigger traffic 
fluctuations, are located at the top-left and bottom-right corners of the graph 
shown in Figure 4.6. These points determine the worst-case response. The best 
case is when the network response corresponds to the link cost function, i.e., it is
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situated on the curve shown in Figure 4.6. We make the assumption that by draw­
ing a line between the best case and worst cases we obtain an approximation to 
the average network response, as shown in Figure 4.8.
In the rest of our discussion about network response we presume that us­
ing the link cost function and the average network response we can observe sys­
tem behaviour. This is a simplifying assumption and is intuitively appealing. 
Although is has no formal justification, it provides interesting insights into the 
problem of route selection instability caused by the shape of link cost function. 
Knowing the link cost, we can find the resulting network response (utilisation). 
Knowing the network response, we can find the corresponding link cost. Hence 
we can draw trajectories and approximately analyse the dynamic behaviour of 
the system.
Such trajectories can be traced by starting at a certain utilisation level close to 
the equilibrium point and finding the corresponding cost on the link utilisation 
function. This advertised cost value will result in n new traffic level which can b e  
found from the average network response function. The dynamic behaviour can 
be found by repeating this process.
F ig u re  4.8: Average netw ork  response
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This allows us to check how the link utilisation changes due to a small, tran­
sient change m the link cost, and whether or not it triggers traffic fluctuations 
Such behaviour can be better explamed using examples We consider two such 
cases below, one where the link utilisation is high, and another where it is low
4 1 3 1  Link with high utilisation
First we consider a highly utilised link, where the currently observed link utilisa­
tion is around 90% as shown in Figure 4 9
L in k  u t i l is a t io n
Figure 4 9 Link cost for a link with high utilisation
In Figure 4 10 we mark the typical areas of network response 
For such typical network response areas we can define an average network re­
sponse as shown in Figure 411 This represents an average reaction to a change m 
the link cost, so this is what we can expect after advertising a new link cost
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I in k  u t i l is a t io n
Figure 4 10 Typical areas of network response for a link with high utilisation
L i n k  u t i l is a t io n
Figure 4 11 Average network response for a link with high utilisation
When a link is highly utilised, a small change in link utilisation can produce 
traffic fluctuations, as shown m Figure 4 12 An increase m the link cost leads to 
a decrease in the link utilisation and so to a decrease in the link cost m the next 
update interval This leads to an increase m the link utilisation and thus in the 
link cost in the subsequent time interval, etc Therefore severe oscillations are 
observed
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L in k  u t i l is a t io n
Figure 412 Unstable link cost<— ►utilisation trajectory for a link with high utilisation 
4 1 3  2 Link with low utilisation
Let us consider a link with low utilisation, where the currently observed link utili­
sation is around 40% as shown in Figure 4 13 The typical network response areas 
and average network response are shown m Figures 4 14 and 4 15 respectively
L i n k  u t i l is a t io n
Figure 4 13 Link cost for a link with low utilisation
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L in k  u t i l is a t io n
Figure 414 Typical areas of network response for a link with low utilisation
L i n k  u t i l is a t io n
Figure 4 15 Average network response for a link with low utilisation
In this case if we observe the dynamic behaviour of the link as shown in Fig­
ure 4 12, we can see that small changes in link utilisation do not trigger traffic 
fluctuations, and small oscillations are damped This verifies the observation that 
the LD method performs well in the network environment where traffic load is 
light Thus only transient traffic oscillations are observed, which are moreover 
easily damped
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L in k  u t i l is a t io n
Figure 416 Stable link cosU— >utilisation trajectory for a link with low utilisation
4 1.4 Instability of the LD approach: Summary
As we observed in previous sections, if link utilisation is low, the link is likely to 
converge to the equilibrium If the utilisation is high, the system will probably di­
verge and oscillate The equilibrium at highly utilised links can be considered as 
meta-stable because a slight perturbation can knock the system off its equilibrium 
and into the realm of instability
A rigourous analysis of the network response would be extremely compli­
cated The few examples presented here give a general idea about how easily 
traffic oscillations are triggered when the link utilisation approaches the total 
bandwidth
4.2 Load Distribution (LD) vs. Resource Conserva­
tion (RC)
Load distribution (LD) and resource conservation (RC), are conflicting goals of 
QoS routing They also represent a conflict between theory and practice
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In general the RC approach is more stable than the LD approach LD algo­
rithms utilise all network resources so as to avoid congestion, which often results 
m the network traffic fluctuating over all links RC algorithms are restricted to the 
set of minimum-hop paths, and so can produce such oscillations only on links be­
longing to these paths
It is a commonly held view, that traffic distribution pays off when the network 
load is low, while conserving resources performs better at high loads However 
we want to check if increasing load is the only factor which causes the perfor­
mance of the LD algorithms to deteriorate Intuitively it is clear that the net­
work topology strongly influences the occurrence of traffic oscillations More­
over some researchers coincidentally or otherwise simulate topologies which give 
the best results for their chosen approach To be precise, researchers support­
ing the LD approach use networks which are sparsely connected [65, 66, 82], 
while researchers advocating the RC approach use networks with rich connec­
tivity [120, 131, 133] Therefore the influence of the network topology on the 
routing performance needs to be verified This is the purpose of this section We 
also want check whether the observations made by other researchers about the 
performance of the LD and RC approaches are valid for a wide range of network 
topologies
4 2.1 Performance evaluation of LD and RC approaches
To compare the performance of the above two approaches to QoS routing we 
study their use on a wide variety of network topologies In the rest of this sec­
tion the LD and RC approaches are represented by the EXP algorithm and WSP 
algorithm respectively (these algorithms are described m Section 3 1)
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4 2 1 1  S im u lation  m od el
Full details of the model used in our simulations are provided in Chapter 3 How- 
ever, m this section we outline elements of this model which apply specifically to 
this experiment Chapter 3 describes the details of link state QoS routing algo­
rithms and provides a comprehensive model for such an architecture to be used 
m virtual-circuit networks It is also consistent with models used by other re­
searchers (e g , [10,133,160])
Our goal is to show how routing algorithm performance is affected by the 
level of network connectivity Thus we require a network topology whose con­
nectivity can be adjusted m a controlled manner To achieve this, we use a base 
network with N  nodes and L links and add links randomly until the required 
connectivity is achieved As a base network we use the topology shown m Fig­
ure 3 3(b), which has N  = 21 nodes and L = 20 links (the minimal level of con­
nectivity corresponding to L = N  -  1), so the average node degree is equal to 
2 L /N  =  19 We add links randomly to our base network until the number of 
links is L = 80 which gives an average node degree of 7 6
The network connectivity is an important factor when the LD approach is 
evaluated, while when the RC approach is used a more meaningful parameter is 
the number of rmn-hop paths, so for each connectivity level we also present the 
average number of min-hop paths between any source and destination pair 
We extend the base network by adding links until rich connectivity is achieved 
It would also be possible to remove links from a highly connected network to ob­
tain lower connectivity The mechanism used to deal with broken connections 
could have a significant impact on overall performance increasing the variability 
of results obtained So we decided that adding links to a base network of low 
connectivity is the better approach
Adding one or more links to a network can result m different routing per­
formance, depending on the placement of the newly added links Therefore this
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process needs be repeated several times to get a stable and uniform result In our 
experiment we create 200 different network topologies with the same connectiv­
ity level, and average their performance All the average results are obtained 
with a 95% confidence interval We also assume that links are bidirectional, each 
with identical capacity C (m our simulations we use DS-3 links with capacity 
C  =  45 Mbps) and the offered traffic has a uniform pattern, as presented in Sec­
tion 3 3
There are two essential factors of network topology that determine which of 
the two approaches performs better, the level of network connectivity and the 
number of mm-hop paths between any source and destination pair The LD ap­
proach utilises all links, trying to spread the traffic over all network So the num ­
ber of links, represented by the level of connectivity, has an important impact on 
the performance of the LD approach The performance of the RC approach de­
pends more on the number of min-hop paths than the connectivity level, because 
it requires the presence of at least a few mm-hop paths m order to perform better 
than static routing (which ignores lmk utilisation) That is why on all graphs in 
this experiment we present both the level of network connectivity and the num ­
ber of min-hop paths
4 2 1 2  LD approach vs RC approach
The first step of our experiment compares both algorithms under a light load, 
p — 0 3 As shown m Figure 4 17 when the load is light and the state of the 
information is up-to-date (hd = I sec), LD gives the better performance Similar 
results occur even if the level of inaccuracy m network state information is much 
higher, for example when hd — 40sec as shown in Figure 4 18 This confirms the 
findings presented in [98] and can be explained as follows using extra resources, 
m the form of longer paths, has negligible importance when the network load 
is low, because there are still sufficient uncommitted resources to accommodate 
future connections Selectmg shortest-path routes cannot fully exploit all network
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resources, and produces a higher blocking rate This conclusion remains valid 
over a wide spectrum of network connectivity (average node degree from 1 9 to 
7 6)
A v e r a g e  n u m b e r  o f  m m  h o p  p a t h s  
I 1 4  1 7  1 9 3  2  11 2  2 4  2  4
A v e r a g e  n o d e  d e g r e e
Figure 417 Call blocking probability of WSP and EXP versus increasing node degree, p — 0 3,
hd =  1 sec
The situation changes if the network load is high As shown in Figure 4 19 
if accurate state information is provided (hd = 1 sec), LD makes better use of 
network resources for networks with node degree less than 6 However if inac­
curacy is higher, for example when hd — 20sec or 40sec as shown m Figure 4 20 
and Figure 4 21 respectively, the RC approach performs well even for less con­
nected networks (for node degree > 4 5 if hd = 20sec and > 3 5 if hd = 40sec) 
This suggests that load balancing approaches cannot operate well m the presence 
of very inaccurate state information The RC approach is more tolerant of im­
precise state information, and for a highly connected network this gives a huge 
advantage over the LD approach
Nevertheless there are networks with low connectivity for which only load 
balancing approaches can improve on static shortest path routing
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A v e r a g e  n u m b e r  o f  m i n  h o p  p a t h s  
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A v e r a g e  n o d e  d e g r e e
Figure 418 Call blocking probability ofW SP and EXP versus increasing node degree, p = 0 3, 
hd =  40 sec
A v e r a g e  n u m b e r  o f  m i n  h o p  p a t h s  
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A v e r a g e  n o d e  d e g r e e
Figure 4 19 Call blocking probability ofW SP and EXP versus increasing node degree, p = 0 8, 
hd = lsec
These results show that network topology, traffic load and accuracy of state 
information play an important role m deciding which routing strategy performs
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A v e r a g e  n u m b e r  o f  m m  h o p  p a t h s  
1 1 4  1 7  1 9 3  2  11 2  2 4  2  4
A v e r a g e  n o d e  d e g r e e
Figure 4 20 Call blocking probability of WSP and EXP versus increasing node degree, p = OS, 
hd — 20 sec
A v e n g e  n u m b e r  o f  m i n  h o p  p a t h s  
1 1 4  1 7  1 9 3  2  11 2  2 4  2  4
A v e r a g e  n o d e  d e g r e e
Figure 4 21 Call blocking probability of WSP and EXP versus increasing node degree, p — 0 8, 
hd — 40sec
better Hence none of these three factors can be neglected in the evaluation of 
routing mechanisms
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4.3 Summary
In this chapter we have investigated the stability issues of the LD approach to 
routing Such algorithms are likely to exhibit instability when the link load ap­
proaches the total bandwidth
From our comprehensive comparison of LD and RC approaches we have made 
the following observations
• For networks with low connectivity the LD approach outperforms the ap­
proach which limits hop count, because it uses scarce resources in a more 
efficient way
• RC algorithms typically perform better for highly connected networks, when 
there are at least a few mm-hop paths between any source and destination
• For lightly loaded networks the LD approach seems to be a much better 
solution than RC
• For highly loaded networks the RC approach offers better performance, es­
pecially in the presence of very imprecise state mformation
Therefore m general we can say that all three factors network topology, traffic 
load and accuracy of state information are necessary to consider the benefits of 
the RC and LD approaches
Our findings show the dangers of drawing conclusions about the performance 
of a routing algorithm on the basis of results obtained using a limited set of net­
work topologies Because of the wide diversity of network topologies constitut­
ing the current Internet, routing algorithms should be tested over a wide spec­
trum of connectivity Only such an approach allows general conclusions to be 
drawn about the performance of the algorithm
In summary these observations suggest that in order to allow QoS routing 
to perform well over a wide range of network topologies it cannot be restricted
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only to the set of mm-hop paths In the next chapter we propose an algorithm 
which inherits properties of both the RC and LD mechanisms to achieve an ef­
ficient usage of the resources and low vulnerability to imprecise network state 
information
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CHAPTER 5
Methods for Damping Traffic 
Fluctuations
In this chapter we propose methods for damping traffic fluctuations in virtual 
circuit networks Fears concerning traffic fluctuations and the resulting unstable 
performance of QoS routing have militated against the deployment of these al­
gorithms in operational networks Therefore we need effective methods to tackle 
this problem
In Section 2 2 4 we describe the methods used to damp traffic oscillations m 
datagram networks However, the solutions proposed for datagram networks [29] 
cannot be directly applied to the virtual circuit environment considered in this 
thesis
Methods of dampmg traffic oscillations for virtual circuit networks have at­
tracted scant attention Therefore we propose two novel algorithms
• ALCFRA -  Adaptive Link Cost Function Routing Algorithm, which im­
proves the stability of the LD approach and is intended for use m networks 
with sparse connectivity
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• CAR -  Connectivity Aware Routing, which is a hybrid of the LD and RC 
approaches and is designed to work well in most other network topologies
We emulate the behaviour of these mechanisms in an environment very close 
to that of real networks, by modelling the presence of inaccurate information 
In such an environment, traffic oscillations are likely to occur and this makes it 
very difficult to achieve theoretical optimum performance The route selection 
improvements presented in this chapter not only stabilise the link state QoS rout­
ing methods, but also achieve an excellent performance over a variety of network 
topologies
5.1 ALCFRA
The idea of stabilising QoS routing by averaging the link cost metric value over 
a period of time covering more than one link state update (see Section 2 2 4), was 
originally proposed for datagram networks [29] In such networks, link utili­
sation can change very rapidly, so by averaging we can effectively stabilise its 
value [29]
In virtual circuit networks the speed of network response to congestion is 
much slower and depends on connection arrival and departure processes as well 
as on the frequency of link state updates [29] Furthermore, m virtual circuit net­
works featuring resource reservation, mstead of measuring the link utilisation 
we can assume that it is proportional to the amount of reserved bandwidth This 
already stabilises the link cost metric value, and additional averaging does not 
improve it further In datagram networks the process of averaging stabilises the 
link cost value, but in virtual circuit networks it only slows down the response to 
congestion of pure load balancing algorithms (as we show in Section 515)
By averaging the link cost value, the long term link utilisation is provided 
rather than its current value When the characteristics of the traffic traversmg 
the network change infrequently, the long term utilisation can convey useful m-
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formation. A novel method of employing such information is used in ALCFRA 
(Adaptive Link Cost Function Routing Algorithms). It uses the long term link 
utilisation to modulate the shape of the link cost function. This method does not 
reduce the speed of network response to congestion, but makes it less sensitive 
to slight and transient changes of link state.
The ALCFRA algorithm can thus be used to reduce the traffic fluctuations of 
the LD approach.
5.1.1 The basics of ALCFRA
ALCFRA aims to reduce the effect of traffic oscillations for the LD approach un­
der heavy traffic conditions. It modulates the shape of link cost function used in 
the LD approach (and given by the Eq. (3.3)) to minimise fluctuations. When the 
link utilisation is low it uses a convex function as the LD algorithms do, because 
this does not produce oscillations. However when the link utilisation is high it 
uses a concave cost function, which does not produce traffic oscillations under 
heavy load.
The typical network response areas and average network response of the AL­
CFRA cost function for a highly utilised link are shown in Figure 5.1. We can 
observe in Figure 5.2 that a small change in the link utilisation in this case results 
in slight increase in the link cost. Therefore traffic fluctuations are not triggered.
The ALCFRA algorithm does not use two link cost functions, switching be­
tween them when traffic conditions change. Since such a mechanism could po­
tentially give rise to traffic oscillations. Instead ALCFRA slowly modulates the 
link cost function according to the long term link utilisation, so as to achieve sta­
ble behaviour. This ensures that transient changes in link load do not produce 
traffic oscillations and that the algorithms converges to an equilibrium point. A 
few examples of the modulation of the link cost function are shown in Figure 5.3.
1 0 0
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Figure 51  ALCFRA average response to changes in link cost
L i n k  u t i l is a t io n
Figure 5 2 ALCFRA stable link cosU— ►utilisation trajectory
512  Adaptation of the link cost function in ALCFRA
The ALCFRA algorithm uses a normalised exponential function (given by Eq (3 2)) 
as a base link cost metric, but modifies its shape to reflect the long term link state 
utilisation The adaptation of the link cost function aims to prevent situations 
when a small change m the load for a link which is usually highly utilised would 
result m a huge change in the link cost Such adaptation is done using a parame­
ter ae maintained for each link e We assume that the maximal value of ae is A and
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Figure 5 3 ALCFRA examples of modulation of the link cost function
that ae can be incremented or decremented by some constant value A The value 
of parameter ae fluctuates, tracking the long term link utilisation, it is positive 
when the long term link utilisation is under the predefined value utr, we call this 
value the threshold utilisation (the meaning of which will be described below), 
and becomes negative when the link load crosses that value The parameter ae 
changes in the following way
The value of ae is modified as above after every unit of time (in our simulations 
the unit of time is equal to 1 second) The parameter ae reflects a long term ten­
dency in the link utilisation So the adaptation of the base exponential function is 
performed as follows
ae +  A, when ae < A [utr — u(e)\ /u tr 
ae — A, otherwise
(5 1)
ae~ 1 ’
adapt (e) = < u(e),
i f  o e >  1
i f  -1  < oc < 1 (5 2)
if ae < — 1
1 0 2
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Finally the link cost function used m ALCFRA is defined as
costa l c f r a (^) = M IN  - f  (M A X  -  M/Ar)adapt(e) (5 3)
So the parameter ae modulates the link cost function, making it more convex 
when the link load is low (so as to balance the load) and making it concave when 
the lmk load is heavy (as m the examples in Figure 5 3)
The shape of the link cost function for links with high utilisation is close to the 
shape of the link cost used m shortest path computation (it uses a constant value 
of 1) So, if the value of ae is positive and close to A  it means that link utilisation 
is low and the LD approach is preferred (by the use of an exponential lmk cost 
function), but if the value of ae is negative and close to —A  the shape of the link 
cost function resembles the constant values used in mm-hop path computation 
This is consistent with the conclusion m [98], that RC algorithms result in a bet­
ter performance for heavy loaded networks, while LD algorithms are beneficial 
when the load is light
The adaptation of the link cost function used in ALCFRA produces an almost 
flat link cost function around the operating point, located at the mean long term 
lmk utilisation This ensures that transient slight changes in the link utilisation 
will not significantly affect the link cost, and so the likelihood of traffic fluctua­
tions is reduced
5.1.3 ALCFRA Lmk Cost Sensitivity
The ALCFRA link cost function is modulated according to the long term link 
utilisation So we can observe that there are various sensitivities for various long 
term link utilisations (various values of parameter ae) Using the definition of link 
cost sensitivity given by the Eq (4 3), the sensitivity of the ALCFRA cost function
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for link e can be written as
S a l c f r a {g)  =
u(e) d c o s t  a l c f r a ^ )
cost al cf ra  (e) du(e)
(5 4)
and finally
S a l c f r a {z) =
u (e )a e^ e) In ae 
ae “(e> - l  ’
l ,
u (e)(fa e ( - l )
 ^ ( ( | a e | - l ) u ( e ) + l )  In ( f la c | - l ) u ( e ) + l )
if ae > 1 
if —1 < ae < 1 
, if ae < -1
(5 5)
The ALCFRA link cost function adapts to the long term lmk utilisation When 
this is achieved (l e when ae = A [utT -  u(e)} /u tr) the ALCFRA link cost sensitiv­
ity can be modelled as shown in Figure 5 4
L i n k  u t i l i s a t i o n
Figure 5 4 Link Cost Sensitivity of the EXP and ALCFRA algorithms
The sensitivity of the link cost function used by the ALCFRA algorithm for 
highly utilised links is significantly smaller than that of the EXP algorithm So 
the likelihood of traffic fluctuations is reduced when the utilisation approaches 
100% [149]
The sensitivity of the ALCFRA link cost function for stabilised long term link
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utilisation (ae = A [utr -  u(e)} /u tr) depends on the parameter utr -  threshold util-
isahon By increasing the value of utr we can increase the sensitivity of ALCFRA 
algorithm when required, this is shown m Figure 5 4 So increasing utr can re­
sult m a sensitivity close to that of the LD approach as represented by the EXP 
algorithm
Using the parameter ut7 we can change the level of ALCFRA sensitivity when 
required However in most cases we set utr equal to 0 5 since this provides the 
best tradeoff between stability and load balancing ability
5.1.4 ALCFRA first derivative
To check how small changes m link cost affect the link cost value we use the 
first derivative of the link cost function The first derivative of ALCFRA can be 
expressed as
M A X  = 1, M IN  = 0,A  = 100 and utr = 0 5) is shown m Figure 5 5
The link modulation used in ALCFRA effectively reduces the influence of 
small transient changes of link utilisation on the value of the link cost function, 
reducing also the likelihood of traffic oscillations
The first derivative of the ALCFRA link cost function, and thus its sensitivity 
depends on the threshold utilisation parameter utr, as shown m Figure 5 6 The 
smallest increase in the link cost value around the long term link utilisation occurs 
when we set utr equal to 0 5 This results in the first derivative of the ALCFRA 
link cost function passing through the saddle m Figure 5 6 In this case the first
if ae > 1
if — 1 < ae < 1 (5 6)dcostALcFRA{e)
du(e)
= ( M A X  -  M I N )  1
An example of the first derivative of the ALCFRA link cost function (with
derivative is bounded and ---~st-^ FRA^  < l
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L i n k  u t i l i s a t i o n
Figure 5 5 First derivative of the link cost function for the EXP and ALCFRA algorithms
First derivative
45 r
4 - 
3 5  - 
3 -
Figure 5 6 First derivative of the ALCFRA link cost function for various values o fu tr
The observation that u tr should be equal to 0 5 is also confirmed by our simu­
lations, the results of which are described next
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515  ACLFRA performance evaluation
The LD routing strategies using a convex link cost function which increases with 
network load such as shortest-distance path [98] (which uses the inverse avail­
able bandwidth as cost), or algorithms which use an exponential link cost func­
tion [19, 65, 82], balance the load well over all links Although these strategies 
may result m slightly different performance for different network topologies and 
traffic models, all of them suffer from traffic fluctuations We compare the stabil­
ity improvement of the LD approach achieved by applying a standard averaging 
method and by the ALCFRA algorithm The LD approach is represented by the 
EXP algorithm using the link cost function given by Eq (3 2) The averaged ver­
sion of the EXP algorithm we denote as avgEXP
In this section we present the benefits of ALCFRA in the presence of an in­
accurate environment, describing how the adaptation of the link cost function 
mechanism enables the algorithm to tolerate stale state information
5 1 5 1  S im u lation  m od el
The details of the model used in our simulations are provided m Chapter 3 In this 
section we outline those elements of this model which apply to this experiment 
and the parameters which apply specifically to the simulation of ALCFRA
We assume that update policies advertise a state of the link by advertising 
its utilisation and cost When the EXP algorithm is used new state updates are 
triggered if the relative change in utilisation crosses a predefined threshold, 1 e it 
uses a threshold based update policy (see Section 3 4) The ALCFRA algorithm 
requires a different type of update policy to exploit the advantage of adapting 
the link cost function according to the long term link utilisation A new update is 
triggered if the link cost value (rather than the utilisation) changes significantly 
The ALCFRA update policy partitions the range of link cost values into classes of 
equal size and every time a boundary between classes is crossed (signifying that
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cost has changed) a new link state advertisement is generated In our simulations 
the link cost was partitioned into 10 equal size classes So the adaptation of link 
cost function together with the ALCFRA update policy ensures that, when the 
link utilisation moves slightly from the operating point (long term link utilisation) 
the link cost remains unchanged However a significant change in link utilisation 
will affect the link cost, ensuring a fast response to congestion
We evaluate the performance of ALCFRA on the network with the so-called 
ISP topology [10,160] shown m Figure 3 3(a) We assume that each link has band­
width C (C — 45 Mbps as m DS-3 links), and the traffic has a uniform pattern, as 
described m Section 3 3
5 1 5  2 ALCFRA - network response
The network response of ALCFRA shown m Figure 5 7 proves that ALCFRA re­
duces the likelihood of traffic fluctuations We evaluate the network response of 
one link from the ISP topology for the network load p — 1, which results in an 
average link utilisation of 67% when the EXP algorithms is used and of 80% when 
ALCFRA is used We observe that the area of network response is located close 
to the operating point when ALCFRA is used However, m the case of the EXP al­
gorithm the area of the network response is situated far from the optimal, which 
results m unbounded oscillations Moreover, the use of the ALCFRA algorithm 
results m a higher average utilisation for that link This suggests that reducing 
fluctuations leads to higher network throughput
These results apply only for a single link, however they show the general 
trend m system evolution, whereby the effect of traffic fluctuations is minimised
5 1 5  3 ALCFRA vs EXP vs avgEXP
First we check how the performance of EXP, avgEXP and ALCFRA changes with 
different levels of network load as recorded m Figures 5 8 and 5 10 In the ex­
periment described below we use the following ALCFRA parameters A = 100,
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Figure 5 7 Observed network response of the ALCFRA and EXP algorithms
A = 0 1, utr = 0 5 (the reason for choosing these values will be given later)
When state information is quite accurate, hold-down timers hd are set to 1 
second, so the avgEXP algorithm uses an averaging period of 10 seconds to cover 
more than one link state update In this case ALCFRA does not perform as well as 
EXP, which achieves the load balancing task in an optimal way, as shown in Fig­
ure 5 8 The avgEXP algorithm does not bring any improvement over EXP (also 
Figure 5 8), because m this case averaging of link cost is not required -  precise 
information prevents traffic fluctuations However ALCFRA performs almost as 
good as EXP does, and moreover generates the lowest update overhead, as is 
clear from in Figure 5 9
To investigate an environment when state information is inaccurate, the hold- 
down timers hd are set to 40 seconds (Figures 5 10 and 5 11), and the avgEXP 
algorithm has to use an averaging period of 80 seconds to cover more than one 
link state update As seen in Figure 5 10 ALCFRA performs as well as or even 
better than EXP for various level of network load The avgEXP algorithm is out­
performed by EXP and ALCFRA because of its slow response to changes in the 
network load The update overhead for all three approaches is almost the same 
(see Figure 511)
Also, the performance of the ALCFRA algorithm does not depend strongly
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Figure 5 8 Call blocking rate of ALCFRA, EXP and avgEXP versus increasing load, hd =  1 sec
0 1  0 2  0 3  0 4  0 5  0 6  0 7  0 8  0 9  1
N e tw o r k  o f f e r e d  lo a d
Figure 5 9 Update overhead of ALCFRA, EXP and avgEXP versus increasing load, hd = 1 sec
on the level of inaccuracy (as seen m Figure 5 12) The long term link utilisation, 
used to adapt the ALCFRA link cost function, is significant, especially when the 
average connection holding time is long (as 180 seconds used in this experiment) 
This can be used to smooth out traffic fluctuations even if the state information is 
strongly inaccurate
The poor performance of the simple averaging method shown in Figure 5 12 
confirms our suspicions that due to its slow response to changes m link state this
1 1 0
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N e t w o r k  o f f e r e d  lo a d
Figure 5 10 Call blocking rate of ALCFRA, EXP and avgEXP versus increasing load, hd =  
40sec
Network offered load
Figure 511 Update overhead of ALCFRA, EXP and avgEXP versus increasing load, hd =  
40sec
method is more suitable for datagram networks than for virtual circuit networks
5 1 5  4 T he in fluence o f traffic on  ALCFRA
The performance of the ALCFRA algorithm depends upon the nature of network 
traffic ALCFRA modulates the shape of the link cost function according to the 
long-term link utilisation One of the influences of the latter is the holding time of
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H o l d  d o w n p e n o d  |s c c )
Figure 512 Call blocking rate ofALCFRA, EXP and avgEXP versus increasing holding period 
hd, network load p — 0 8
Figure 5 13 Update overhead of ALCFRA, EXP and avgEXP versus increasing holding period 
hd, network load p = 0 8
connections If the connection holding time is short, the long-term utilisation pro­
vides less useful information than when connections are of long duration How­
ever ALCFRA outperforms pure LD algorithms m the presence of inaccuracy, as 
shown in Figure 5 14, even when connections are of short duration, although its 
advantage over pure LD algorithms is less pronounced than when connections 
have longer holding times
1 1 2
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Figure 5.14: Call blocking rate of ALCFRA versus increasing call duration and hold-down timer 
values
When the connection durations are long (such as when short lived flows are 
filtered out as proposed in [132, 134]), ALCFRA results in a very stable perfor­
mance, and eliminates the oscillation effect almost completely. This can be ob­
served in Figure 5.14 for values of mean call duration above 160 sec. In this case 
the ALCFRA algorithm, unlike the standard EXP algorithm, offers constant per­
formance, which does not depend on the level of inaccuracy.
5.1.6 The tuning of ALCFRA
The modulation of the link cost function performed by ALCFRA can be adjusted 
using three parameters, namely: A, A and utr.
5.1.6.1 T he param eter A
A  is a large positive constant (see [19, 65]) although its value cannot be too large, 
because this would result in a too rapid change of the link cost when the utilisa­
tion approaches the total bandwidth. Also its value cannot be too small, because
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this would cause traffic to be redirected from paths with fewer numbers of hops 
to longer paths following slight increase in utilisation We have set A  equal to 
100 in our simulations A more detailed discussion about the choice of A is given 
in [65]
5 1 6  2 The parameter A
The choice of a value for the parameter A determines how sensitive the adap­
tation of the ALCFRA link cost function is to changing traffic conditions If the 
value of A is large, the shape of the ALCFRA link cost function is dictated largely 
by the recent history of link utilisation rather than the long-term trend If the 
value of A is small, the shape of the ALCFRA link cost function corresponds 
to the long-term link utilisation This suggests that a small value of A should 
be used, although the exact number which gives the best performance must be 
determined by simulation The period of observation of the long-term link utili­
sation used by ALCFRA is inversely proportional to A As shown in Figure 5 15, 
longer periods of observation of link utilisation (smaller values of A) result in the 
smallest call blocking rate Therefore the optimal values are very small We set A 
equal to 0 1 for all our simulations
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Figure 5 15 Call blocking rate o f ALCFRA versus increasing A
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5 1 6  3 The parameter utT
The choice of the value for the threshold utilisation utr determines what is the 
balance between the use of convex and concave link cost functions To be more 
precise, the value of utT sets the point for which the shape of the link cost function 
is switched from convex to concave according to the long-term link utilisation
Threshold utilisation
Figure 5 16 Call blocking rate of ALCFRA versus increasing threshold utilisation
When the state information is precise and we increase the threshold probabil­
ity utr (see Figure 5 16) we observe that the blocking rate decreases This suggests 
that when working with accurate network state information we can benefit from 
load balancing approaches (approaches using an exponential link cost function) 
When state information is inaccurate (i e when longer hold-down periods 
are used) we observe (see Figure 5 16) that the blocking rate grows rapidly when 
utT > 0 5 This growth is caused by traffic fluctuations which are likely to occur 
for algorithms using an exponential link cost function when the network load is 
high and the state information is inaccurate Therefore we need to set u tr to 0 5, to 
switch to a convex link cost function when such oscillations are expected More­
over, as seen in Figure 5 5, choosing a value of 0 5 for uu results m the smallest 
increment of the value of the ALCFRA link cost function around long term link
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utilisation
5 1.7 ALCFRA summary
The ALCFRA algorithm is more complex than the standard LD algorithms It 
introduces requirements to keep track of the long-term link utilisation and to 
modulate the shape of the link cost function in response to this However this 
complexity is justified by the reduction of traffic fluctuations, which cause the 
performance of LD algorithms to deteriorate
Overall, ALCFRA can be used in networks where the LD approach is pre­
ferred and state information is imprecise Although it results in a higher than 
optimal blocking rate when state information is up-to-date, it provides a stable 
path selection mechanism which is tolerant of inaccuracies in state information
5.2 Connectivity Aware Routing (CAR)
In Section 4 2 we have observed that in networks with low connectivity, the LD 
approach performs better, because it uses scarce resources in a more efficient way 
than the RC approach However, for highly connected networks, which usually 
also feature many min-hop paths, the RC approach performs better because it 
reduces the likelihood of traffic fluctuations
Our goal is to design an algorithm which would benefit from both approaches 
and provide excellent performance for a wide range of network topologies This 
Connectivity Aware Routing (CAR) algorithm provides a tradeoff between the 
extremes of the LD and RC approaches
When a router using the LD approach chooses a path, it does so in a greedy 
fashion and takes the shortest path available without regard to how its choice will 
affect other users When traffic is light, this approach works fine However, when 
traffic levels mcrease, the routes selected m a greedy fashion are likely to compete 
for the available resources Under heavy loads, the goal of routing should be to
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give the average route a good path instead of attempting to give all routes the 
best path. Some of the routes should use longer paths so that remaining routes 
can make effective use of overloaded links. The routes using longer paths should 
be those that have alternate paths which are only slightly longer. However the 
length of alternative paths depends strongly on the network topology.
The CAR algorithm tries to exploit the dependence of LD and RC performance 
on the level of network connectivity. So it modifies the load balancing ability 
according to the level of network connectivity, by increasing the bias factor de­
scribed in Section 2.2.4.1. The CAR algorithm is also motivated by the observation 
that stability is less crucial in networks with lower connectivity (see Section 4.2). 
When there is only one path between any source and destination, traffic cannot 
be switched to an alternative path. However, if there are many such paths traf­
fic oscillations are more likely to occur. Hence the CAR algorithm increases the 
value of bias with the level of network connectivity.
5.2.1 CAR details
The performance of the LD approach suffers a lot from traffic fluctuations. Such 
oscillations can be damped by adding a positive constant, called bias, to the link 
cost function (see Section 2.2.4.1). It was observed that by adding a large bias the 
routing becomes fairly stable, but it also loses the ability to avoid congestion [29].
We think that the value of bias should increase with the level of network con­
nectivity, because LD methods are beneficial for networks with low connectivity, 
and for highly connected networks they are outperformed by RC algorithms.
Using the assumptions from Section 3.1.2, we also assume that the routing 
algorithm performs load distribution using a normalised exponential link cost 
function given by Eq. (3.2). In our hybrid approach (CAR), we add a constant a  
called bias to this cost function, so that the primary link cost metric of link e is
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expressed by
costcAR(e) =  ( M A X  -  M I N ) ( a  +  (1 -  a)exp(e)) (5 7)
Average node degree
Figure 5 17 Values of bias a for the CAR algorithm
Two examples of link cost functions, for which the value of bias was set by the 
CAR algorithm according to the connectivity level of the correspondmg topology, 
are shown in Figures 5 18 and 5 19
As we explain above, the value of bias a  should increase with the level of 
connectivity We decided to vary a  as a function of average node degree in the 
manner shown m Figure 5 17 This function has been chosen to yield the LD ap­
proach for an average node degree < 2, and the RC approach for an average node 
degree > 6 In Section 4 2 we have shown that the respective approaches give the 
best performance in these two situations We assume that the task of setting the 
bias a  according to the connectivity of the network is performed by the adminis­
trator Initially this would be done as per Figure 5 17 However, the administrator 
can change a  if he decides that more or less load balancing is required Since the 
level of network connectivity will not change very often, this task will need to be
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done only infrequently
04  0 6
Link utilisution
(b) Cost function
Figure 5 18 A low connectivity network and the corresponding CAR cost function
©'
(a) Network (b) Cost function
Figure 519 A high connectivity network and the corresponding CAR cost function
For each link the primary cost is calculated as described above However, 
the computation of the least cost path can result in a set containmg more than 
one path of equal cost The second link cost metric is used to spread the traffic 
between them For simplicity we decided that the path with the highest residual 
bandwidth should be chosen from the set of least cost paths
The CAR algorithm may be summarised as follows For each link the value 
of residual bandwidth is advertised using a flooding mechanism The frequency 
of such advertisements is controlled by the link state update policy [10] (in our
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experiment we use a threshold based policy controlled by a hold-down timer) 
Based on these advertisements each router calculates the cost of all links using 
Eq (5 7) Upon receiving a route request the set of least cost paths is computed 
If there is more than one such path, the one with the highest residual bandwidth 
is chosen If the reservation along a chosen path can be realised, the request is 
accepted, and otherwise it is rejected
5 2.2 CAR Link Cost Sensitivity
The link cost function used by the CAR algorithm is the sum of the bias and the 
normalised exponential link cost function given by Eq (3 2) So the sensitivity of 
the cost function of link e when the CAR algorithm is used can be written as
, u(e) dcostcAR(e) _  (1 -  a)u{e)Au^  In A
C/U?lej costcAR(e) du(e) a(A -  1) +  (1 -  a)(A«‘) -  1) ' '
Examples of link cost sensitivity of the CAR algorithm (for the case where 
M A X  = 1, M IN  = 0 and A = 100) are shown in Figure 5 20 We observe that 
when the CAR algorithm uses a large value of a, the link cost sensitivity is signif­
icantly reduced Hence it responds to changing network loads only in a restricted 
manner Even quite small values of a  decrease link cost sensitivity significantly 
compared with the EXP algorithm, as shown m Figure 5 20 Therefore large val­
ues of a  are used by the CAR algorithm only when network connectivity is rich, 
allowing the load to be effectively balanced over the set of min-hop paths
When we compare the first derivative of the CAR and EXP cost functions (as m 
Figure 5 21) we can see that the CAR cost function grows much more slowly than 
the EXP cost function because of the bias factor So transient slight changes in the 
link utilisation affect the link cost value much less than for the EXP algorithm
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L u i k  u t i l i s a t i o n
Figure 5 20 Link Cost Sensitivity of the EXP and CAR algorithms
L i n k  u t i l i s a t i o n
Figure 5 21 First derivatives of the CAR and EXP link cost functions
5 2.3 CAR performance evaluation
We compare the performance of the connectivity aware routing  (CAR) algorithm 
with a representative of the RC approach -  the WSP algorithm, and with the EXP 
algorithm as a representative of the LD approach
1 2 1
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5 2 3 1  S im u la tion  m odel
The details of the model used in our simulations are provided in Chapter 3 How­
ever, in this section we outline the specific elements of this model which apply to 
this experiment or these which differ from the original The simulation environ­
ment used in this experiment extends the one presented in Section 4 2 1 1
The goal of our experiment is to show how the CAR algorithm improves on 
the LD and RC approaches represented respectively by the EXP and WSP algo­
rithms Our experiment covers a wide range of network connectivities and levels 
of inaccuracy of state information Thus we require a network topology whose 
connectivity can be adjusted m a controlled manner To achieve this, we decided 
to use a base network shown in Figure 3 3(b) and we extended in as described in 
Appendix 3 2 and Section 4 211
To verify that our performance results do not reflect some peculiarity in this 
methods for synthesising a network topology, we also simulate two randomly 
generated networks each with a different level of connectivity which were cre­
ated using the GT-ITM package [161] Both networks have 50 nodes The first 
one, shown in Figure 3 3(c), has an average node degree of 2 3, while the second 
network topology, shown in Figure 3 3(d), has an average node degree of 4 96 
In all the networks we use bidirectional links, each with identical capacity C 
(in our simulations we use DS-3 links with capacity C = 45Mbps) We use two 
traffic patterns, uniform and bursty, as presented m Section 3 3
Apart from different connectivity levels we also model inaccuracy m state in­
formation through the use of hold-down timers which set the minimal time inter­
val between concurrent link state updates (we denote this interval as hd) We 
assume that each node uses a threshold based update policy [10, 160] with the 
threshold trigger of 10% controlled by a hold-down timer We use only one hold- 
down timer for all links outgoing from the node
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5.2.3.2 CAR -  network response
The network response of CAR shown in Figure 5.22 illustrates that CAR reduces 
the frequency of traffic fluctuations. We evaluate the network response of one link 
from the ISP topology for the network load p =  1, which results in an average link 
utilisation of 67% when the EXP algorithm is used and of 82% when CAR is used. 
For the CAR algorithm we use a = 0.75.
We observe that the area of network response is located close to the operating 
point (an average link utilisation) when CAR is used. We also see that the area 
of network response is bounded due to the use of the bias factor. This bounds 
traffic oscillations and improves stability. When the EXP algorithm is employed 
the area of network response is situated far from a cost function, which results in 
unbounded fluctuations.
Moreover, the use of CAR algorithm results in higher average utilisation for 
the observed link. This suggests that reducing fluctuations leads to higher net­
work throughput.
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Figure 5.22: Observed network response of the CAR and EXP algorithms
In this section we presented the network response of a single link. This gives 
a general idea about the reduction of traffic fluctuations achieved by the CAR 
algorithm. However, to draw general conclusions we need to analyse the perfor-
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mance of the whole network -  not just a single link This is done in the following 
section
5 2 3 3 CAR performance
Here we demonstrate that by setting an appropriate ratio between the RC and LD 
approaches accordmg to the level of network connectivity, we can perform stable 
routing and maintain a low blocking rate using CAR algorithm
The use of resources under bursty traffic is illustrated m Figure 5 23, which 
shows the relative average path length as a function of connectivity The EXP algo­
rithm, by trying to avoid congested links, uses paths with a non-minimal number 
of hops The path length of the WSP algorithm asymptotically approaches the 
value of 1, which confirms that it minimises resource consumption The hybrid 
approach used in the CAR algorithm selects non min-hop paths when the level 
of connectivity is low, while reducing the use of excessive resources when con­
nectivity is high All three algorithms start with the value of relative average path 
length below 1, because for networks with very low connectivity short paths are 
more likely to be successfully established, than longer ones
In Figure 5 24 we show the variation m link utilisation, which illustrates how 
well the network traffic is balanced over all links (the smaller the variation, the 
better load balancing is performed) The EXP algorithm is effective at balancing 
the load, but due to its use of non min-hop paths it gives rise to a high blocking 
rate (Figure 5 28) The WSP performs load distribution poorly, since it is restricted 
to the use of shortest paths The CAR algorithm provides a compromise between 
these two extremes, reducing its load balancmg ability for highly connected net­
works to keep the blocking rate low (see Figure 5 28)
So as seen m Figures 5 23 and 5 24 the CAR algorithm reduces its load balanc­
ing ability and resource consumption when the level of connectivity increases 
This results m an intermediate performance when the network load or the level 
of inaccuracy are low (see Figures 5 25,5 26 and 5 27) However in such situations
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A v e r a g e  n u m b e r  o f  m m  h o p  p a t h s  
I 1 4  1 7  1 9 3  2  11 2  2 4  2  4
A v e r a g e  n o d e  d e g r e e
Figure 5 23 Relative average path length ofWSP, EXP and CAR versus increasing connectivity, 
p =  0 8, hd =  40sec
A v e r a g e  n u m b e r  o f  m m  h o p  p a t h s  
1 1 4  1 7  1 9 3  2  11 2  2 4  2  4
A v e r a g e  n o d e  d e g r e e
Figure 5 24 Variation in link utilisation ofWSP, EXP and CAR versus increasing connectivity, 
p — 0 8, hd = 40sec
traffic fluctuations occur infrequently The advantage of using the CAR algorithm 
becomes apparent when the network load is high and state information is inaccu­
rate, as shown in Figure 5 28 Due to its use of the bias factor the CAR algorithm 
does not suffer so much from the effects of imprecise state information and offers
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excellent performance for a wide range of network topologies
A v e r a g e  n u m b e r  o f  m m  h o p  p a t h s  
1 1 4  1 7  I  9 3  2  11 2  2 4  2  4
Average node degree
Figure 5 25 Call blocking rate of WSP, EXP and CAR versus increasing connectivity, network 
load p =  0 3, hd =  1 sec
A v e r  i g e  n u m b e r  o f  m m  h o p  p a t h s  
1 1 4  1 7  1 9 3  2  11 2  2 4  2  4
A v e r a g e  n o d e  d e g r e e
Figure 5 26 Blocking rate of WSP, EXP and CAR versus increasing connectivity, network load 
p — 0 3, hd — 40sec
The WSP algorithm produces good results for highly connected networks and 
is robust to imprecise state information (Figures 5 26 and 5 28) However, if the 
level of connectivity is low (when there is usually only one min-hop path between 
any two nodes) WSP cannot utilise resources as well as either EXP or CAR
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A v en g e  num ber of m in-hop pa:h i 
I 1.4 1.7 193 2.11 2.24 2.4
A verage node degree
F ig u re  5.27: Blocking ra teo fW S P , E X P  and C A R  versus increasing connectivity; network load 
p  =  0.8, lid  — lsec
Average num ber o f  inin-ltof) path*
I 1.4 1.7 1 93 2.11 124 2.4
A verage node degree
F ig u re  5.28: Blocking ra teo fW SP , E X P  and C A R  versus increasing connectivity; network load
p  =  0.8, h d  =  40sec
These results show that the CAR algorithm, by adapting its link cost metric 
according to the level of network connectivity, provides a good routing strategy 
over a wide range of network topologies. Also, by adding a bias proportional to 
the connectivity level it improves the routing stability, when this is required.
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5.2.3.4 Case o f netw ork w ith  lo w  connectiv ity
In this section we compare the call blocking probability of CAR, EXP and WSP 
for an example network with low connectivity, shown in Figure 3.3(c).
Network lo« l
F ig u re  5.29: Blocking rate o f  WSP, E X P  and C A R  versus increasing load fo r  a network w ith low 
connectivity, h d  — lsec
N 'c l u u r k  l o a d
F ig u re  5.30: Blocking rate o f WSP, E X P  and C A R  versus increasing load fo r  a network w ith low  
connectivity, h d  — 90see
In Figure 5.29 we observe that when state information is up-to-date, CAR and 
EXP perform load balancing equally well for a wide range of network loads. The
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WSP algorithm, due to its use of only the set of min-hop paths, cannot fully utilise 
resources, so it gives rise to a higher blocking rate
If state information is imprecise, as m Figure 5 30 when hd =  80sec, the CAR 
algorithm outperforms EXP due to its use of the bias factor The EXP algorithm 
still gives a lower blocking rate than WSP, which confirms our findings described 
in Section 4 2, that for networks with low connectivity, the LD approach outper­
forms RC
5 2 3 5 Case of network with high connectivity
In this section we compare the call blocking probability of CAR, EXP and WSP 
for an example network with high connectivity, shown in Figure 3 3(d)
When routing algorithms operate on highly connected networks, our findings 
from Section 4 2 suggest that RC should be preferred Indeed as shown in Fig­
ures 5 31 and 5 32, WSP results m a lower blocking rate than EXP over a wide 
range of loads The EXP algorithm performs better than WSP only when state 
information is precise and the load is low (e g when loads are lower than 0 5 in 
Figure 5 32) but the advantage is slight
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Figure 5 31 Blocking rate of WSP, EXP and CAR versus increasing load for a network with high 
connectivity, hd =  1 sec
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N e t w o r k  l o a d
Figure 5 32 Blocking rate ofWSP, EXP and CAR versus increasing load for a network with high 
connectivity, hd = 80sec
The performance of the CAR algorithm for highly connected networks is al­
most the same as WSP This is the result of using a large bias factor, which limits 
the influence of the load distributing mechanism This is beneficial for networks 
with a high connectivity level
The CAR algorithm considers only the level of network connectivity, assum­
ing that it is proportional to the number of mm-hop paths However, regu­
lar topologies such as the cube [133] feature many min-hop paths between any 
source and destination, so the proportion between connectivity and number of 
min-hop paths is different than observed here Such topologies occur infrequently 
in real networks, but in such case our observations suggest that the load balanc­
ing ability of the CAR algorithm should be further restricted
5.3 Summary
Traffic oscillations are often observed in networks when adaptive routing is used 
This leads to network instability, limits the throughput and consumes excessive 
transmission and computational resources The methods for damping such fluc­
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tuations proposed in [29] and [85] for datagram networks cannot be directly ap­
plied to virtual circuit networks Therefore we have presented two methods to 
improve the stability of link state QoS routing which are suitable for use in such 
networks
The first method is called Adaptive Link Cost Function Routing Algorithm 
(ALCFRA) It is designed to improve the stability of load distributing (LD) al­
gorithms in sparsely connected networks, when such algorithms are of the most 
benefit ALCFRA provides a novel method of incorporating long term link util­
isation into the link cost metric Unlike standard averaging methods it does not 
slow down the speed of response to congestion, and allows the network perfor­
mance to be stabilised even under highly varying traffic conditions
The second method, called Connectivity Aware Routing (CAR), is suitable for 
networks of a general topology It improves the stability and reduces excessive 
consumption of resources by the use of a bias factor adjusted according to the con­
nectivity level of the network This offers significant improvements in network 
performance For sparsely connected networks it allows good load balancing and 
the effective utilisation of resources even when the network topology is irregular 
For highly connected networks it forbids the usage of long paths, since in most 
cases the load can be balanced over the set of min-hop paths This conserves 
resources for future connections and stabilises the path selection process
The routing methods presented m this chapter give an important insight into 
the process of controlling the stability of link state QoS routing methods Our 
simulations show that by appropriate usage of these methods we can effectively 
improve the stability and achieve good routing performance for a wide range of 
network topologies
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Problems in the deployment of QoS 
routing
Even should a single QoS algorithm be standardised for use m future multi- 
service data networks, there would still be various problems with the worldwide 
deployment of QoS routing We have described some of these in Section 2 2 5, 
including the growing size of routing tables, the granularity of the path selection 
process, the efficient aggregation of the network topology for one or more QoS 
metrics, and the implementation of other mechanisms supporting QoS
In this chapter we focus on two other problems which can be encountered 
during the deployment of QoS routing algorithms 
Problem 1
Topology aggregation has been proposed as a method which allows scalability to 
large networks, and several aggregation methods have proposed by researchers 
When implementing aggregation we usually have a choice of methods according 
to the performance goals which we want to achieve (if we want to get accurate 
path selection, we should use a detailed representation, if we want to reduce
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communication overhead, we should use a coarser representation) For example, 
PNNI does not restrict aggregation to only one technique, stating only that "the 
symmetric star topology is used as the 'default node representation'" [12] There­
fore we expect that various various topology aggregation methods can coexist 
m a hierarchical network However such a free hand given to peer group ad­
ministrators allows them to hide details of their network topology, degrading the 
route selection process of other peer groups Therefore in Section 6 1 we propose 
an efficient method which regulates the way m which such peer groups should 
cooperate 
Problem 2
We cannot expect the future QoS-enabled Internet to provide homogeneous QoS 
support Instead it will be composed of islands which feature QoS mechanisms 
and islands unaware of QoS This makes it hard to reserve resources along the 
path selected by the QoS routing algorithm, because some path segments, re­
ferred to here as reservation gaps, may not support reservation mechanisms There­
fore in Section 6 2 we propose two algorithms to improve the reliability of the 
path selection process which are aware of the QoS support provided by nodes
Both problems arise due to the heterogeneity of the Internet, a property which 
is unlikely to disappear as the Internet evolves Even if we focus on a single 
point of time, the Internet remains highly heterogeneous This heterogeneity is 
considered as "a key property that makes it difficult to model and simulate the 
Internet" [56]
6.1 Coexistence of various topology aggregation 
m ethods
Topology aggregation is used in hierarchical networks It maps the detailed topo­
logical information about group of nodes into a compact representation There­
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fore it reduces not only the amount of state information but also the amount of 
memory and time required to compute paths So topology aggregation is con­
sidered a key concept to achieve scalability of QoS aware models in the Inter­
net [153] Topology aggregation methods associated with PNNI hierarchial rout­
ing have been described in Section 2 1 4
Both update policies and topology aggregation result in inaccurate state in­
formation being maintained by the routers [73], which usually has a negative 
impact on the path selection process [133] However it has been shown [75] that 
topology aggregation can have positive influences and can increase the stability 
of route selection by decreasing traffic oscillations
In this section we consider a two level hierarchical network and consider the 
effects on routing performance of havmg a variety of aggregation methods coex­
isting in the network
6.1.1 Aggregation methods
A lot of attention has been devoted to the problem of the most accurate represen­
tation of an aggregated topology with one or more QoS constraints [88, 96,158] 
The most commonly used aggregation methods are these proposed for ATM net­
works [91] symmetric star, full-mesh and complex node representation The 
symmetric star provides little information and full-mesh is not scalable, the com­
plex node representation provides a tradeoff between these two methods The 
complex node representation is usually created by reducmg the number of edges 
of the corresponding full-mesh topology [91] For example the t-spanner [21] is 
a compact representation which features a minimal difference between the com­
plex node and its original full-mesh representation
In this thesis we consider only one QoS metric -  the available bandwidth, 
since the aggregation of multiple metrics is a difficult task [88, 96] We assume 
that accurate information about the number of hops is also provided usmg a full
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mesh representation [75], since some algorithms also require information about 
the number of hops. Because the information about the number of hops changes 
infrequently such precise advertisements only slightly increase the overhead.
Since PNNI does not restrict aggregation to only one technique, defining only 
the symmetric star topology as the default node representation [12], we assume 
that several aggregation methods can coexist in one hierarchical network at the 
same time. In this thesis we assume that three aggregation models coexist:
exact representation when a group of nodes is abstracted using a full mesh rep­
resentation or another form of compressed full mesh which allows the orig­
inal full mesh to be recreated;
fine representation when only information about average resource availability 
(mean available bandwidth) is abstracted using a symmetric star represen­
tation;
coarse representation when a group of nodes is configured not to advertise in­
formation about the availability of its resources or sends such advertise­
ments very infrequently.
6.1.2 Aggregation strategies
The Internet is administered by many entities which often operate without any 
coordination and behave in a greedy manner [52]. Game theory is a suitable tool 
which can be used to model such a competitive environment [52, 64, 114, 126, 
136].
The aggregation of network topology information can also be viewed as a 
competitive game. This is a valid approach in the case of an internetwork which 
is a coalition of networks administered by separate entities. Bach administrator 
can choose a different aggregation method based on the selected strategy. We 
assume that administrators of each peer group do not cooperate and select one of
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the aggregation methods according to a preferred strategy We also assume that 
each administrator can change his aggregation method to improve peer group 
performance
For the three aggregation methods considered in this thesis we have three 
corresponding strategies
friendly strategy when the peer group administrator is willing to share state in­
formation with other peer groups to allow the most accurate path selection 
to be performed So it uses an exact representation of the aggregated topol­
ogy
social strategy when the peer group administrator is willing to share state infor­
mation with other peer groups but also wants to hide details, to protect its 
resources from being used excessively by others Thus it uses a fine represen­
tation of the aggregated topology
selfish strategy when the peer group administrator does not want to share any 
state information with other peer groups So it uses a coarse representation 
of the aggregated topology (in this case we assume that only information 
about the number of hops is provided)
In the following we allow various aggregation methods to coexist in a network 
what allows administrators to choose various strategies
6.1 3 Performance evaluation
We investigate routing performance when various aggregation methods and strate­
gies coexist m a single network with two hierarchical levels
6 1 3 1  Sim ulation model
The details of the model used in our simulations are provided m Chapter 3 How­
ever, in this section we outline elements of this model which apply specifically to
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this experiment or which differ from the original
We consider a network with two hierarchical levels and which uses link state 
QoS routing Within each peer group, information about available bandwidth 
is advertised using a flooding mechanism or a spanning tree to all peer group 
members The frequency of such advertisements is controlled by the lmk state 
update policy (in our experiments we use a threshold-based policy controlled 
by a hold-down timer) Only abstracted information about available bandwidth 
is advertised to other peer groups using one of the aggregated representations 
described in the previous section We also assume that this process is controlled 
by the update policy, but that no hold-down timer is applied to advertisements 
of aggregated information So it is disseminated immediately if the change in 
available bandwidth is significant (1 e if the threshold is crossed) Finally we 
assume that upon a change m topology, the hop count information is advertised 
precisely to other peer groups
Upon receiving a route request the source router algorithm computes a path 
according to the hierarchical information it possesses If the reservation along a 
chosen path can be realised, the request is accepted, and otherwise it is rejected 
We do not consider crankback or rerouting of flows over alternative paths
In our experiment we use a randomly generated network with two hierarchi­
cal levels as shown in Figure 3 3(e) It has N  = 48 nodes grouped into 8 peer 
groups and L = 72 links All links are bidirectional, and L\ — 60 links with ca­
pacity Ci =  45Mbps are used to connect nodes within peer groups while L2 = 12 
links with capacity C2 = 155 Mbps are used to interconnect peer groups 
We assume a uniform traffic pattern, as described m Section 3 3
6 1 3  2 G am e rules
In our experiment the peer group administrators play a game The rules of each 
game are simple
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• During each game there are only two strategies (aggregation methods) avail­
able to peer group administrators.
• All peer groups enter the game using the same strategy.
• Each administrator seeks to improve the performance of his peer group by 
changing his strategy.
• Only one peer group can change its strategy at a time. This peer group, 
know as opportunist, is chosen randomly from the set of requesting peer 
groups.
• The simulation is run until the blocking probability of the opportunist sta­
bilises. A new opportunist is then selected.
• If the new strategy was beneficial for the opportunist it continues using it; 
otherwise it reverts to the previously used strategy (aggregation method).
• The game is continued until no administrator wants to change his strategy.
6.1.3.3 Results
In each part of our experiment we compare different aggregation strategies in 
pairs. Each game is repeated 50 times and we present here the average results 
obtained with a 95% confidence interval.
The graphs which were obtained show the payoffs of each strategy. Therefore 
we can use them to deduce the equilibrium point of our aggregation game.
Although we have studied two routing algorithms, we present the results only 
for the load distributing approach as represented by the shortest-distance path 
(SDP) algorithm, since the choice of strategy will be the same regardless of which 
of the routing protocols is used.
The most beneficial strategy
In Figures 6.1, 6.2 and 6.3 we can observe all possible two element combinations
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of the three considered strategies
As we can see in Figure 6 1 when the friendly and social strategies coexist, 
peer groups which use the social strategy benefit from not advertising exact in­
formation A given peer group is better off not to use the exact representation, 
regardless of the number of peer groups adoptmg the friendly or social strate­
gies This is because peer groups which advertise their state information in detail 
are preferred during route computation and carry more traffic than other peer 
groups, so nodes from these peer groups experience higher blocking rates So the 
dominant strategy is the social strategy, which does not advertise exact informa­
tion In a dominant strategy equilibrium, all peer groups will choose to use fine 
representation
Number o f peer groups not using exact representation
Figure 61  Blocking rate observed by peer groups when exact and fine aggregations coexist
If a similar analysis is applied to a mix of fine and coarse representations (see 
Figure 6 2) or exact and coarse representations (see Figure 6 3) we can observe 
that the dominant strategy is not to advertise state information at all The self­
ish strategy discourages other peer groups from routing their traffic through the 
selfish peer group, which results in only light traffic traversmg such peer groups 
and hence a low blocking rate experienced by its nodes Therefore in a domi­
nant strategy equilibrium all peer groups behave in a selfish manner and do not
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advertise state information
N u m b e r  o f  p e e r  g r o u p s  n o t  u s i n g  f i n e  r e p r e s e n t a t i o n
Figure 6 2 Blocking rate observed by peer groups when fine and coarse aggregations coexist
N u m b e r  o f  p e e r  g r o u p s  n o t  u s i n g  e x a c t  r e p r e s e n t a t i o n
Figure 6 3 Blocking rate observed by peer groups when exact and coarse aggregations coexist 
The socially correct suggestion
The choice of the selfish strategy as the dominant strategy makes every peer 
group worse off The individually rational actions lead to a situation where 
no peer groups advertise state information To protect the network from such 
behaviour we propose that peer groups using the friendly strategy should not
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advertise state information to peer groups which do not share such informa­
tion with them So friendly peer groups should be only friendly to each other 
while they should act selfishly to other peer groups We call this the condition­
ally friendly strategy
If such a modification is made we observe in Figure 6 4 that conditionally 
friendly peer groups experience better performance than those peer groups which 
do not share state information (which we call penalised) Such a modification re­
sults in a situation where the dominant strategy is to advertise state information 
and to behave m a friendly manner Thus in the dominant strategy equilibrium 
all peer groups use the conditionally friendly strategy
N u m b e r  o f  p e e r  g r o u p s  n o t  u s i n g  e x a c t  r e p r e s e n t a t i o n
Figure 6 4 Blocking rate observed by peer groups when detail and penalised non-social aggrega­
tions coexist
Therefore, if the proposed modification is used, the dominant strategy is to 
use the exact representation So the dominant strategy equilibrium is when all 
peer groups share state information Without this modification there is a strong 
motivation for peer groups not to share and to behave m greedy manner
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6 1 3  4 Sum m ary
The Internet is administered by many entities which often do not cooperate and 
are prone to behave in a greedy manner Game theory can help us to understand 
the complicated rules which apply in such scenarios We consider topological 
aggregation when various aggregation methods coexist m a network We believe 
that it can be treated as a noncooperative game where peer group administrators 
can change their topology aggregation method so as to optimise the performance 
of their peer groups
We have shown that if the exact and coarse aggregation methods coexist with 
the same privileges, it leads to "the tragedy of the commons" Peer groups wish­
ing to minimise blocking rates stop advertising state information However, since 
other peer groups behave in the same way no peer group shares state information 
with any other and so poor route selection is performed at each router
To protect the network from such behaviour we propose that state information 
be advertised only between peer groups willing to reciprocate In such a case the 
dominant strategy is to behave m a friendly manner and m the dommant strategy 
equilibrium point all peer groups share their state information with others The 
results obtained suggest that without such strict rules for topology aggregation, 
performance degradation caused by selfish behaviour will ensue
6.2 Reservation gaps
In today's Internet, RIP [101] and OSPF [105] are the two most widely used In­
terior Gateway Protocols (IGP) Both compute the shortest path (SP) between 
source and destination When working in a heterogeneous environment, such 
as the Internet, the shortest path may consist of an arbitrary number of both 
QoS supporting nodes (Q nodes) and nodes without QoS support (non-Q nodes) 
Hence the flow must traverse one or more non-QoS path segments referred to 
here as reservation gaps
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The problem of reservation gaps and their impact on QoS provision has been 
studied in [47, 48] where an Active Network solution is advocated based on the 
mobile agent paradigm To support certain QoS level across paths traversing non- 
QoS segments, the Q-nodes run Active Network services to monitor and provide 
information about the availability of resources across the reservation gap So 
the reservation gap is monitored and managed by Netlets [43] residing at Active 
Nodes
There are several approaches to Active Networks In this thesis we consider 
the Netlets approach as originally proposed in [43] Netlets architecture uses the 
mobile software agent paradigm A mobile agent is a program that acts on behalf 
of a user or another program, and is capable of moving within the network un­
der its own control and performing customised computations Thus Netlets are 
nomadic components named by analogy with applets, which support dynami­
cal deployment of network services m the network as and when required The 
use of Netlets to monitor and manage the non QoS segments of paths for flows 
requiring QoS support has been described m [47,48]
The Active Network based approach can provide an end-to-end QoS support 
model m a heterogeneous network environment with reservation gaps To im­
prove further the efficiency of this mechanism the routing algorithm should select 
paths for Q-flows which have the minimal number of reservation gaps We pro­
pose two route selection algorithms that aim to select paths with the maximum 
number of Q-nodes
most reliable -  shortest path algorithm (MR-S) -  this selects a set of mini­
mum hop count paths and, where there is more than one such path, selects the 
one with the maximum number of Q-nodes If there are several such most reliable 
-  shortest paths, random selection is used
shortest -  most reliable path algorithm (S-MR) -  this selects a set of paths 
with the maximum number of Q-nodes and, where there is more than one such 
path, selects the one with the minimum hop count If there are several such short­
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est -  most reliable paths, random selection is used
We assume here that non-Q nodes forward packets according to the decisions 
of existing routing protocols (such as RIP or OSPF) while the Q-nodes use the 
MR-S or S-MR routing algorithms
6.2.1 Performance evaluation
We evaluate the performance of three routing approaches SP (shortest path), MR-
5 and S-MR focusing on their capability to support bandwidth reservation in 
a heterogeneous environment where the network comprises both Q-nodes and 
non-Q nodes
6 2 1 1  S im u lation  m od el
The details of the model used in our simulations are provided m Chapter 3 How­
ever, m this section we outline elements of this model which apply specifically to 
this experiment or which differ from the original
In our experiment we simulate a network with the so-called ISP topology as 
shown m Figure 3 3(a) It has N  =  18 nodes and L = 30 links We also assume that 
within the network there are N Q Q-nodes and N nQ non-Q nodes (where N Q +  
jynQ __ p ^so we assume a uniform traffic pattern, as described in Section 3 3
6 2 1 2  Perform ance m etrics
In our simulations we assume that, when a new request arrives it can receive one 
of two responses if path monitoring is used
• accept - if there are enough resources along the chosen and monitored path,
• reject - if resources along the chosen and monitored path cannot accommo­
date the new request
However if path monitoring is not present (as in the existing Internet without 
Netlets support) a third response can be generated
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• fail - if the decision was to accept a connection on the path, but the path 
failed to provide the required QoS level This occurs if no information is 
given about the lack of resources (due to the absence of monitoring) and we 
assume that the connection failed due to a user decision, smce the granted 
QoS level does not conform to the requested quality
We assume that the lifetime of failed connections is exponentially distributed 
with a mean value equal to half of the mean value of a standard connection (1 /2p)  
Later we will explain why such a value was chosen
We use the following metrics to compare the performance of the three routing 
approaches (SP, MR-S, S-MR) the call blocking rate -  defined as
„ , , , number of (rejected + failed) requests
call blocking rate = ---------------------------- -------------------
number of arrived requests
which we use to calculate the probability of rejecting the new request, the average 
path length -  defined as
T, path length of accepted connections
avg path length =   - --------------------
number of accepted connections
which indicates the relative resource consumption compared to algorithms 
which limit the hop count, the installation cost -  defined as
number of monitoring points
installation cost =
number of monitored connections
which shows the cost of installing active services along the path, and the reliability 
-  defined as
, , , number of QoS aware nodes along the path
reliability = -------------------------           -2-£-------
number of total nodes along the path
(a path is assumed to be more reliable if it has a higher ratio of Q-nodes)
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Number of QoS aware nodes
Figure 6 5 Call blocking probability ofSP, M R S  and S-MR versus increasing number of QoS- 
aware nodes
6 2 1 3  R esults
The two proposed routing algorithms (MR-S and S-MR) aim to improve the reli­
ability of routing protocols m a heterogeneous environment Hence for the given 
network with the ISP topology we have randomly increased the number of Q- 
nodes starting from a network which does not provide any QoS support (N Q = 0 
and N nQ = N) until we have reached a fully QoS supportive network (N Q = N  
and N nQ =  0) -  we call this a cycle of simulation In our experiment each cycle 
of simulation was repeated 500 times and we present the average results below 
As shown in Figure 6 5, when path monitoring is not supported and the shortest 
path (SP) is chosen, the blocking probability is quite high for networks with a 
small number of Q-nodes This is caused by connections that are setup although 
there are not enough resources to accommodate them and which fail after es­
tablishment This type of failed connection uses resources unnecessarily and so 
blocks other potential connections We can only reduce the blocking probability 
when using SP by increasing the number of Q-nodes We used 1/a/x as the mean 
holding time of failed connections We assumed that a > 1 because we expect 
that a failed connection will be terminated earlier than had it been successful In 
our simulations we used a = 2 Using other values of a greater than one, changes
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Figure 6 6 Average length of the path chosen by SP, M R S  and S-MR
the exact values of blocking probability but the trend remains a monotonic de­
creasing function of the number of Q-nodes
If a path monitoring mechanism is employed m conjunction with routing al­
gorithms which select more reliable paths (as in the MR-S and S-MR curves in 
Figure 6 5) the blocking probability is reduced By using monitoring we prevent 
situations arising where, due to a lack of accurate reservation information, con­
nections are established over lmks with insufficient resources The MR-S algo­
rithm, which chooses the most reliable path from the set of shortest paths, shows 
the extent to which blocking probability can be reduced by path monitoring The 
S-MR algorithm also reduces blocking probability, when the number of Q-nodes 
is small However, when the number of Q-nodes is more than half of the total 
number of nodes, it generates a high blocking rate, because of the use of non- 
shortest paths which consume extra resources This is clearly seen by comparing 
Figures 6 6 and 6 5 This also confirms the findings of other researchers [133], that 
algorithms limiting hop count produce a lower blocking probability The average 
path length of SP (the bottom curve in Figure 6 6) grows slightly when the num ­
ber of Q-nodes increases Clearly, when information about resources available m 
the network is not provided, setup of connections requiring only a few hops is
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Number of QoS aware nodes
Figure 6 7 Reliability of routing decisions ofSP, MR-S and S-MR
more likely to be successful than of connections where the source and destination 
nodes are further apart
Although S-MR produces a higher blocking probability than MR-S, it is more 
reliable when compared with the SP and MR-S algorithms (see Figure 6 7) The 
path reliability shown m Figure 6 7 does not differ much for either algorithm 
This is due to the fact that Q-Nodes are selected randomly and there are not many 
alternative paths present m the ISP topology When Q-Nodes are grouped and 
not dispersed, the S-MR algorithm offers a significant improvement in reliability 
over other approaches
This suggest that the S-MR algorithm should be used only for connections 
requiring high reliability and producing higher revenue Other flows should be 
processed using MR-S
When evaluating the cost of installing the monitoring mechanisms m Fig­
ure 6 8 we can see that the cost of using monitoring for S-MR is comparable with 
that for MR-S (when the number of Q-nodes is less than half of the total number 
of nodes) or is even lower (if the number of Q-nodes is greater than half the total 
number of nodes) So if a network administrator decides that the computational 
cost of monitoring non-Q segments is excessive, he could use S-MR even though
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Number of QoS dware nodes
Figure 6 8 Cost of path monitoring using Netlets with support ofSP, M R S  and S-MR
it produces a higher blockmg probability than MR-S
The technique described here makes it possible to deploy applications in the 
network which have quite hard QoS guarantee requirements, even when a sig­
nificant number of network nodes support only best-effort service
6 2 1 4  Reservation gaps summary
The unpredictable performance perceived by traffic flows across non-QoS path 
segments results in an inability to support reservations To overcome this prob­
lem an Active Network solution using Netlets has been proposed [47,48] This is 
based on monitoring and managing reservation gaps using mobile agents called 
Netlets To further increase the reliability of this mechanism, we propose two 
new routing algorithms (MR-S and S-MR) that select routes for Q-flows with the 
minimum number of reservation gaps The S-MR algorithm offers a significant 
improvement in reliability over other algorithms, but produces a higher block­
ing rate due to its use of non-min-hop paths The MR-S algorithm results in 
a low blocking rate and improved reliability This suggest that the S-MR algo­
rithm should be used only for connections requiring high reliability and produc­
ing higher revenue Other flows should be processed using MR-S to fully utilise
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Netlets support
This framework provides QoS features for applications m the network with 
heterogeneous QoS support, and moreover allows a gradual transition from a 
best-effort service model to a model featuring QoS guarantees
6.3 Summary
The problem of heterogeneity is endemic to the networking field Establishing 
connectivity between hosts on two different networks may require traversing 
several networks, each of which may be of yet another type, provide different 
functionality, and offering a variety of QoS support mechanisms In this chapter 
we have identified two problems, which can potentially hamper the deployment 
of QoS routing in a heterogeneous environment
The first problem is that various topology aggregation methods can coexist m 
a hierarchical network We have treated this scenario as a noncooperative game 
where peer group administrators can change their topology aggregation method 
so as to optimise the performance of their peer groups Our simulations demon­
strated that the "tragedy of the commons" can occur if there are no mechanisms 
favouring socially correct behaviour Therefore we propose that state informa­
tion should be advertised only between peer groups willing to reciprocate This 
protects the network from selfish behaviour and leads to an equilibrium point, 
where all peer groups share their state information with others
The second problem arises when the network is composed of islands which 
feature QoS mechanisms and other unaware of QoS In such cases the process 
of resource reservation along a path selected by the QoS routmg algorithm may 
fail due to the presence of reservation gaps To overcome this we propose a 
solution which combines (1) monitormg and managing reservation gaps using 
Netlets [48], and (n) two novel path selection algorithms namely MR-S and S- 
MR which select routes with the minimum number of reservation gaps These
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amendments allow QoS support to be provided in an unreliable environment 
featuring reservation gaps
Such improvements as those proposed in this chapter are necessary to enable 
QoS support and predictable host-to-host service over heterogeneous networks
Chapter 6_______________________ Problems in the deployment of QoS routing
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Conclusions
The Internet is quickly becoming a massive, critical communications network, 
supporting private and public services of all kinds. Operators of core networks 
are faced with the challenge of supporting huge traffic growth in a reliable and 
cost-effective way. Furthermore, the core is increasingly carrying a mix of best- 
effort traffic and QoS-demanding applications that need predictable and pro­
tected service.
Therefore, the routing protocols which determine which paths traffic should 
follow need to be extended to be able to select paths according to QoS require­
ments and to provide efficient load balancing. This can be achieved using QoS 
routing algorithms. Such algorithms select feasible paths for connections requir­
ing QoS support, while utilising network resources in an efficient way.
We have endeavoured in this thesis to characterise a number of aspects of 
QoS routing such as: stability, optimal performance and operation in heteroge­
neous networks. To achieve this goal we have modelled various networks with 
different connectivity levels; we have also used different update policies to test 
routing performance under diverse levels of inaccuracy; we have used various
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traffic patterns and network load levels, and we have considered various QoS 
routing algorithms Most of our work is devoted to the problem of instability of 
QoS routing methods However, this thesis contributes a number of new insights 
into the QoS routing performance
7.1 Contributions
We have compared two schools of thought regarding the selection of paths requir­
ing QoS support The first group assumes that QoS routing algorithms should 
limit hop count so as to conserve resources for future connections, and thus it 
recommends the Resource Conserving (RC) approach Others advocate Load 
Distributing (LD) mechanisms so as to increase the overall network utilisation 
It is quite often the case that conclusions drawn by various researchers who com­
pare these approaches are contradictory Our investigations have shown that the 
network topology and especially the network connectivity is a key network fea­
ture, that governs which of these approaches offers the better performance For 
networks with low connectivity the LD approach performs well, because when 
there is only one path between any source and destination pair, traffic cannot be 
switched to an alternative path However, if there are many such paths, traffic os­
cillations are more likely to occur Thus the RC approach should be preferred for 
networks with a high level of connectivity Moreover, these observations suggest 
that in order to allow QoS routing to perform well over a wide range of network 
topologies it cannot be restricted only to the set of min-hop paths
Our findings show also the dangers of drawing conclusions about the perfor­
mance of a routing algorithm on the basis of results obtamed through the study 
of only a limited set of network topologies Because of the wide diversity of net­
work topologies constituting the current Internet, routing algorithms should be 
tested over a wide spectrum of connectivity Only such an approach allows gen­
eral conclusions to be drawn about the performance of the algorithm
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To address the problems of QoS routing instability m virtual circuit networks 
we have also proposed two methods, namely CAR and ALCFRA
The first method, called Adaptive Link Cost Function Routing Algorithms 
(ALCFRA), improves the stability of load distributing (LD) algorithms The AL­
CFRA algorithms adapts the link cost function according to the long term link 
utilisation This improves the routing stability because it reduces the sensitivity 
to slight, transient changes of the link utilisation
The second method, called Connectivity Aware Routing (CAR), specifies the 
link cost metric as a sum of an exponential function of link utilisation and a posi­
tive constant proportional to the level of network connectivity In networks with 
low connectivity it is most important to ensure the effective use of resources, and 
stability is of lesser concern In highly connected networks, traffic fluctuations 
are likely to occur, resulting in the degradation of overall performance and lim­
ited network throughput So the use of resources should be restricted in order 
to improve stability and to conserve resources for future connections, which is 
achieved by the CAR algorithm
Our simulations show that by the appropriate use of these two methods we 
can effectively improve the stability and achieve good routing performance for a 
wide range of network topologies
The great diversity of the Internet makes QoS routing performance immensely 
challenging We have considered challenges in the deployment of such algo­
rithms, which arise for (1) hierarchical networks comprised of peer groups which 
use various aggregation methods, (11) networks composed of islands which fea­
ture QoS mechanisms and others unaware of QoS
When various topological aggregation methods coexist m a network, we ob­
serve that some peer group administrators do not wish to share topological de­
tails of their peer groups so as to optimise the performance of their peer groups 
We have also shown that neglecting the heterogeneity issues can lead to "the 
tragedy of the commons" Peer groups wishing to minimise blocking rates stop
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advertising state information. However, since other peer groups behave in the 
same way, no peer group shares state information with any other and so poor 
route selection is performed at each router. To protect the network from such 
behaviour we propose to advertise state information only between peer groups 
willing to reciprocate. In such a case the dominant strategy is to behave in a 
friendly manner and in the dominant strategy equilibrium point, all peer groups 
share their state information with others. The results obtained suggest that with­
out such strict rules for topology aggregation, performance degradation caused 
by selfish behaviour will ensue.
The presence of reservation gaps results in unpredictable performance being 
perceived by traffic flows across non-QoS path segments. This problem can be 
corrected by the use of Netlets as described in [47, 48]. This is based on mon­
itoring and managing reservation gaps using mobile agents called Netlets. To 
further increase the reliability of this mechanism, we propose two new routing 
algorithms (M R S  and S-MR) that select routes for Q-flows with the minimum 
number of reservation gaps. The proposed routing enhancements offer a signifi­
cant improvement in the reliability of the path selection process and thanks to the 
monitoring of reservation gaps reduce the number of connection failures due to 
insufficient QoS support.
7.2 Future Work
This thesis provides novel methods of damping traffic fluctuations, as well as 
methods for dealing with problems which occur in a heterogeneous environment. 
Nevertheless, a number of interesting research problems require further investi­
gation.
Throughout our work we have used a simulation technique. However it 
would be interesting to test how the ALCFRA and CAR algorithms perform in 
real networks. This would require having administration rights to a network
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supporting QoS mechanisms Unfortunately, the amount of networking equip­
ment available for our use in the laboratory does not allow us to create such an 
environment One possibility to evade this obstacle is to constitute a community 
of researchers willing to participate with their equipment in a test network Such 
a network could be used not only for this project but also for testmg the perfor­
mance of other prototype routing and traffic engineering algorithms
In this thesis we have considered only single path routmg algorithms How­
ever, such single path routing is ineffective in dealing with network traffic which 
is dominated by several large flows To accomplish load sharing when the net­
work traffic consists mainly of large flows would require a multi-path routing 
algorithm [36] An interesting area of research would be to consider the adapt­
ability of multi-path routing to changing traffic load conditions and oscillations 
of traffic over multi-path connections
Due to the increasing importance of MPLS traffic engineering solutions, an­
other interesting aspect emerges in this area, 1 e , in the interaction between short­
term and long-term load distributing techniques Long-term traffic engineering 
methods are usually implemented as off-line, centralised algorithms which make 
use of a traffic matrix, while short-term optimisation is used to avoid temporary 
overloads It would be interesting to investigate the stability problems which 
arise when a combination of both optimisation methods is used
Active Networks provide promising abilities to process network flows There­
fore some researchers have used them to implement QoS routing features We 
plan to investigate if Active Networks technology can be used to perform global 
network traffic optimisation Optimal load distribution can be obtained using 
off-line optimisation tools For this purpose, it would be useful to employ mo­
bile agents as an on-line mechanism to achieve an approximation to the optimal 
solution
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7.3 Concluding Remarks
The introduction of QoS support in the routing algorithms of packet switched net­
works such as the Internet is essential if they are to provide reliable transport to 
the multimedia and real time networked applications of tomorrow In this thesis 
we have described problems which hamper the deployment of QoS routing We 
have also proposed solutions and evaluated their performance using simulation 
techniques
The contribution documented herein, by addressing a number of practical is­
sues associated with the performance and deployment of QoS routing algorithms, 
will facilitate the development of effective and sound QoS routing methods for 
packet networks
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FREDA: a routing algorithm for terabit 
switches
In Chapter 1 we mentioned that one approach to QoS provision is to provide 
an abundance of bandwidth, enough to meet the expected peak demands with 
a substantial safety margin This seems promising, especially when we consider 
high speed fiber-optics networks exceeding terabit capacities and improvements 
in DWDM technology However terabit capacity routers are required to convert 
the abundant raw bandwidth supplied by m odem  transmission technologies into 
usable bandwidth at the network level Therefore fast routers are required to 
eliminate bottlenecks which exist in traditional routers IP lookup is the major 
bottleneck, but this can be bypassed using the MPLS/GMPLS technology How­
ever, we need fast switching fabrics to match the transmission speed of the net­
work links
In this appendix we present a contribution towards the development of such a 
fast switching network We focus on the design of the FREDA switch developed
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at the Switching and Systems Laboratory1 [44] The aim of our work is to improve 
the FREDA delay characteristic
Figure A 1 FREDA switching fabric
The switching fabric of FREDA is shown m Figure A 1 It is a 3 stage switch 
with N  inputs and N  outputs operating at a bit rate R and with m switching planes 
operating at an internal bit rate r Each input features Virtual Output Queuing 
(VOQ) [4] which eliminates the head-of-lme (HOL) blocking effect [83] to be re­
moved Inputs at the first stage use the 1 x m  demultiplexers to spread incoming 
traffic between m switching planes at the second stage At the third outputs stage 
the m  x 1 multiplexers are used to combine the traffic from switching planes 
Switchmg planes located at the second stage operate at a bit rate r slower than in­
put and output (l e r < R)f which allows the use of slower and cheaper switchmg 
planes to construct a high-speed switch or router
In [44] a suitable scheduling algorithm has been proposed for this architecture 
The algorithm coordinates the operation of all input ports aiming to prevent con­
flicts at the output side The algorithm runs on a central scheduling engine This 
engme is constructed from a n i V x m  array of processors and an N  x (N  -  m) 
array of delay elements Each processor evaluates and modifies three quantities
• K hJ - the number of packets from the input port i requesting the output port 
j ,  physically it represents the occupancy of the j tk virtual output queue at
ahttp //www eeng dcu ie/~bssl/
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input port i (see Figure A 2),
Figure A 2 Representation of Kx 3 at the input port
• Al<p - a binary quantity indicating whether a packet has been scheduled 
from the input port % via plane p, physically it can be considered as a reser­
vation of the pth output of the multiplexer at input port i (see Figure A 3),
Figure A 3 Representation of Al)P at the input port
• BPi3 - a binary quantity indicating if plane p has been assigned a packet 
intended for output port j ,  physically it can be considered as a reservation 
of the pth input of the demultiplexer at output port j  (see Figure A 4)
Bi J _  
b_l1_
Bi.m
Figure A 4* Representation of B po at output port
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In the case when N  = m, every time slot each input port can send up to 
N  packets The scheduling engine in this case can be constructed as shown m 
Figure A 5
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Figure A 5 The scheduling engine for FREDA with N  = m = 4
The scheduling engine operates on all processors simultaneously performing 
the operations shown in Listing A 1
Pseudo-code Listing A 1 Operations of a single processor of the FREDA scheduling engine
if  (AB=1) {
A=0,
B = 0,
K = K - 1 , }
When each processor completes the operation passes the K and the B values 
to neighbouring processors, while retaining A  This ends an iteration of the algo­
rithm N  such operations are required
Typically when N  > m  each input port can send in each time slot at most 
m  packets The scheduling engine m that case can be constructed as shown in 
Figure A 6 It uses a n i V x m  array of processors and an TV x (N  -  m) array of
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delay elements, which are used to preserve the correct timing of the algorithm. 
The delay elements are only needed to pass values of K to the processors at the 
appropriate times.
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Figure A.6: The scheduling engine for FREDA with N  = 4, m = 2
In the original version of the FREDA scheduling method N  -  m  iterations are 
required for the switch to function properly, while it is recommended to use a full 
cycle of N  iterations to achieve good delay characteristics.
A.l FREDA modification
Our proposition was to improve the delay characteristics of the earlier algorithm, 
and to achieve good performance even with less than the Ar -  m  iterations re­
quired by the original version. We modify the scheduling engine by interleav­
ing the processors with delay elements as shown in Figure A.7. For the original 
version of the scheduling algorithm some virtual output queues (which are rep­
resented by K ij  values) are visited only after N  -  m  iterations. Therefore the 
algorithm requires at least N  -  m iterations to operate properly. By interleaving 
the processors with delay elements we ensure that each virtual output queue is 
checked at least once after m in {m , (Ar -  m)} iterations. So in a typical case when
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Figure A 7 The scheduling engine for modified FREDA with N  = 4, m = 2
N  — a * m (where a is a positive number greater than 2), the modified algorithm 
can work a -  I times while faster providmg an acceptable loss level
Let us consider FREDA with 64 inputs (and outputs) each operating at rate 
R = 5 Gb/s, and with 16 planes each operating at rate r = 625 Mb/s Figure A 8 
shows how the delay decreases as the number of iterations increases for both 
the FREDA and modified FREDA algorithms assuming geometrically distributed 
arrivals The modified FREDA algorithm achieves acceptable delay for much 
fewer iterations than FREDA A similar situation occurs if cells arrive in bursts 
(see Figure A 9) With the modified FREDA algorithm we can even decrease the 
number of iterations below 48 (iV—m = 64—16 = 48), whilst providing acceptable 
delay (see Figure A 10)
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I t e r a t i o n s
Figure A 8 Delay in virtual output buffers under geometrical arrivals
I t e r a t i o n s
Figure A 9 Delay in virtual output buffers under bursty arrivals (mean burst length = 16)
A.2 Summary
The modified FREDA algorithm clearly improves delay characteristics of its orig­
inal version Moreover less than necessary N  — m  iterations can be used, still
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Iterations
Figure A 10 Delay in virtual output buffers under geometrical arrivals for modified FREDA
providing acceptable level of delay Furthermore, it improves the scheduling fair­
ness, since each K hJ entry is processed after at most m m {m , (N  -  m)} iterations, 
while for the original version if takes N  -  m  iterations
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